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ABSTRACT
Parkinson's disease (PD) is the most common movement disorder and the second most
common neurodegenerative disorder. PD is characterized by dopaminergic cell loss in the
substantia nigra pars compacta, which leads to a reduction in dopamine in the striatum. These
physiological mechanisms lead to a number of motor impairments such as bradykinesia, rigidity,
tremor, and postural instability that severely limit the ability of individuals with PD to perform
many essential daily living activities. Although current pharmacological, surgical, and physical
exercise treatment approaches are valuable they are either only mildly effective, expensive, or
associated with a variety of side effects. Therefore, development of new adjunct interventions
that are effective and have a realistic potential to be implemented into clinical practice would be
highly beneficial.
The current pharmaceutical, surgical, and management strategies for PD are directed
towards relieving the symptoms associated with PD. Levodopa combined with other medications
represents the standard treatment for PD, but their efficacy diminishes over time and leads to side
effects such as dyskinesia. For advanced PD, deep brain stimulation is the established surgical
approach and can improve motor function and quality of life. Nonetheless, deep brain
stimulation is associated with surgical contraindications, high costs, neuropsychiatric side
effects, and is not effective in treating non-motor PD symptoms. Physical exercise is also
commonly prescribed in PD primarily based on animal studies, but the magnitude of these
positive effects has generally not been achieved in humans. However, not all patients have the
ability, financial resources, available facilities, or determination to engage in long-term high
intensity exercise programs to realize their benefit. While several forms of exercise can induce
clinically significant motor improvements in PD, the most successful strategy to improve motor
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function would likely entail pairing adjunctive therapies with rehabilitation to enhance or
complement the effects of exercise.
Non-invasive brain stimulation methods such as repetitive transcranial magnetic
stimulation (rTMS) have shown promise in alleviating PD symptoms, but practical limitations as
well as inconsistent or mild positive effects limit its clinical applicability. Recently, transcranial
direct current stimulation (tDCS) has emerged as a powerful brain stimulation technique that can
enhance motor performance and cortical function in PD. Most importantly, tDCS is now
regarded to be a more effective form of non-invasive brain stimulation compared to rTMS in PD.
In addition, tDCS offers several important advantages over rTMS such as portability, safety, ease
of administration, ability to be delivered during motor activities, a superior ability to blind
participants with SHAM stimulation, and low cost (as low as $400 versus $20,000-100,000 for
rTMS). Taken together, these lines of reasoning strongly suggest that tDCS may represent such
an intervention with a realistic potential to be translated into clinical practice.
Anodal tDCS of motor cortex (M1) improves motor performance in young adults, older
adults, stroke, and in PD. This involves passing a current over M1 through surface electrodes,
which increases M1 excitability for ~90 minutes. Accordingly, most M1-tDCS studies have
found improvements in motor performance of approximately 10-15% during or after a single 1020 minute session when compared to motor practice alone in young adults and old adults as well
as in PD. Most importantly, longer-term studies lasting between 3 days and 2 weeks have
documented that these improvements in performance can be increased to up about 20-30%
compared to a single M1-tDCS session in healthy adults and in one notable study in PD. Despite
these positive findings involving M1-tDCS in PD, development of new non-invasive brain
stimulation techniques or the targeting of additional brain areas could provide additional avenues
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to improve motor function in PD. Recently, tDCS delivered to the cerebellum (c-tDCS) has also
been reported to significantly improve motor skill in young and old adults. The ability of c-tDCS
to impact motor skill learning in older adults is particularly interesting because accumulating
evidence suggests that the cerebellum may be the primary brain area responsible for the
movement impairments often observed in by older adults. Similarly, the cerebellum has recently
been implicated in contributing to the motor deficits associated with PD. Despite these
observations, no studies have examined the influence of c-tDCS on motor learning in PD, given
that most individuals with PD are older adults.
The M1 projections to upper limb motor neurons play a predominant role in the
generation and execution of skilled movements. However, M1 output depends on inputs from
sources such as premotor cortex, contralateral M1, and basal ganglia along with crucial
contributions from cerebellum, which is strongly involved in movement timing, multi-joint
coordination, agonist and antagonist muscle interactions, and error detection in goal-directed
movements. Although PD is primarily a basal ganglia disorder, the widespread cerebellar
involvement in PD pathophysiology based on mounting anatomical, physiological, and clinical
evidence forms the basis for targeting it with c-tDCS. In addition, more specific evidence
provides further rationale for c-tDCS in PD treatment: 1) previously unknown bi-directional
pathways have recently been discovered between basal ganglia and cerebellum and M1-tDCS
has been shown in animal and human physiological studies to induce remote effects in
anatomically interconnected CNS regions (basal ganglia, thalamus, pain centers, spinal cord).
For example, M1-tDCS increased striatal extracellular dopamine levels in rats and improved
their motor function. The evidence for tDCS remote effects provides support for the idea that ctDCS may indirectly impact basal ganglia in PD; 2) impaired cerebellar function in PD may be a
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compensatory mechanism that attempts to diminish the negative influences of abnormal basal
ganglia activity as PD patients with greater cerebellar activity exhibit better motor function.
Thus, c-tDCS may improve function by enhancing these compensatory processes by increasing
cerebellar activity; 3) c-tDCS improves motor performance in young and older adults and tDCS
of M1 improves performance in these populations and in PD; 4) tDCS efficacy scales with age
and impairment level due to motor disorders making improvements in PD more likely to occur;
and 5) c-tDCS led to greater improvements in an arm movement task compared to M1-tDCS in
young adults. Collectively, these factors and the positive effects on motor performance obtained
in several studies involving c-tDCS in young and older adults provide strong rationale for the
investigation of c-tDCS for PD treatment. Despite these interrelated lines of reasoning, no
studies have examined the influence of c-tDCS on motor performance in PD in either the short or
long-term.
Therefore, the overall purpose of this dissertation was to determine the influence of ctDCS on motor skill acquisition, motor learning, and transfer of motor learning in PD. This was
accomplished through a series of 3 interrelated studies. For the first study (Chapter 2), the
primary purpose was to examine the influence of a single session of c-tDCS on motor
performance in a complex, visuomotor isometric precision grip task (PGT) in PD. The secondary
purpose was to determine the influence of c-tDCS on the transfer of motor performance in PD.
Based on c-tDCS studies involving practice of hand and arm tasks in young and older adults and
M1-tDCS studies in PD, it was hypothesized that c-tDCS would increase motor performance in
the PGT and in the transfer tasks to a greater extent than SHAM stimulation in PD. Therefore,
the major methodological aspects of study 1 that distinguished it from the subsequent studies
included: 1) it involved acute application of c-tDCS in a single experimental session; 2) it
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utilized only one primary motor task that was performed concurrently with administration of ctDCS; 3) it also investigated the influence of c-tDCS on transfer of motor performance to motor
tasks not performed simultaneously with c-tDCS and not practiced extensively; and 4) all
experimental testing was conducted while participants were off of their medications; and 5) it
utilized a within-participants design. Therefore each participant underwent both the c-tDCS and
SHAM conditions. The within-participants design was chosen in this study as it has the
advantage of being able to minimize the possible inter-individual response to c-tDCS. The main
findings of the study were that a single session of c-tDCS did not elicit improvements in motor
performance or transfer of motor performance in hand and arm tasks in PD
In the second study (Chapter 3), the purpose was to determine the effects of c-tDCS on
motor performance in PD while participants were on medications. This was accomplished by
having participants perform two motor tasks with their most affected hand in a baseline condition
and in an experimental condition. Most importantly, one group of participants received c-tDCS
during performance of the motor tasks in the experimental condition, whereas the other group
received SHAM stimulation. The major methodological features of study 2 that distinguished it
in most aspects from the two other studies included: 1) it involved acute application of c-tDCS in
a single experimental session; 2) it comprised two different motor tasks that were performed
concurrently with administration of c-tDCS; 3) it did not investigate the influence of c-tDCS on
transfer of motor performance to untrained tasks; 4) all experimental testing was conducted
while participants were on their medications; 5) it utilized a between-participants design. Thus,
two groups of PD participants were utilized and allocated into either a c-tDCS or SHAM group.
The main findings of the study were that a single session of c-tDCS did not elicit enhancements
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in motor performance in either of the hand and arm tasks performed concurrent with c-tDCS in
PD.
In the third study (Chapter 4), the primary purpose was to determine the influence of
long-term application of c-tDCS on motor learning in PD. The secondary purpose was to
examine the influence of long-term application of c-tDCS on transfer of motor learning in PD.
This was accomplished by employing a long-term training study. Specifically, 9 practice sessions
were performed over a 2 week period that involved extensive practice of an isometric pinch grip
task (PGT) and a rapid arm movement task (AMT). These practice tasks were performed over a
25 minute period concurrent with either c-tDCS or SHAM stimulation. A set of transfer tasks
that included clinical rating scales, manual dexterity tests, and lower extremity function
assessments were quantified in test sessions at Baseline, 1, 14, and 28 days after the end of
practice (EOP). Thus, the major methodological features of study 3 that distinguished it in most
aspects from the two other studies included: 1) it involved chronic application of c-tDCS over 9
practice sessions and was concerned with the effect of c-tDCS on long-term motor learning; 2) it
comprised two different motor tasks that were performed concurrently with administration of ctDCS; 3) it investigated the influence of c-tDCS on transfer of motor learning to untrained tasks;
4) experimental testing was conducted while participants were both off and on their medications;
5) it utilized a between-participants design. Thus, participants were allocated into either a ctDCS or SHAM group. The main findings of the study were that long-term application of c-tDCS
concurrent with motor practice did not enhance motor learning to a greater extent than practice
alone in PD. Similarly, long-term application of c-tDCS did not increase transfer of motor
learning in PD.
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In summary, this dissertation examined the influence of c-tDCS on motor skill
acquisition, motor learning, and transfer of motor learning in PD. Collectively, the findings
provided no evidence that c-tDCS applied in either the short or the long-term is an effective
intervention to improve motor function in PD.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
PD is the second most prevalent neurodegenerative disease in the United States after
Alzheimer’s disease [1]. In the past decade, more attention has been given to PD due to the
potential increases in the absolute number of individuals with PD due to the aging of the U.S
population. Accordingly, when stratified by age, individuals 65 and older account for 80% of the
total number of individuals with PD [1]. Additionally, PD is 1.5 times more prevalent in men
than in women. In regard to federal costs, $52 billion is the yearly estimated expenses when
institutional care, outpatient care, retail prescriptions, equipment, and supplies are all included in
the calculations according to the Parkinson’s Foundation. Furthermore, it is estimated that the
individual patient expends approximately $2,500 per year on PD medications to treat the
symptoms of the disease.
The key development in the pathophysiology of PD is the loss of dopaminergic neurons
in the substantia nigra pars compacta region of the basal ganglia. This leads to diminished
dopamine levels in the striatum and ultimately to the well-characterized motor symptoms of the
disease such as rigidity, bradykinesia, tremor, and postural instability. These symptoms have a
large negative impact on quality of life and the ability to perform activities of daily living [2-4].
Standard care for PD includes a number of pharmaceutical, lifestyle, and management strategies
to alleviate the symptoms related to the disease. The most prescribed medication for PD is
Levodopa, a dopamine precursor, which has immediate effects on motor symptoms. However,
the effects of Levodopa decrease over time and side-effects such as dyskinesia can develop [5].
For some advanced cases of PD, deep brain stimulation can be utilized if a patient meets a
number of qualification standards that make the technique likely to be effective. However, deep
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brain stimulation is invasive, extremely costly, and can elicit neuropsychiatric side effects [6, 7].
Physical exercise is also used to treat the symptoms of PD and provides mild to moderate
benefits in PD [8-10]. Depending on the exercise modality, individuals with PD have shown
varying degrees of benefits as quantified by clinical rating scales and various measures of motor
function [11, 12]. While all of the aforementioned treatments are effective to some extent the
most effective treatment program would likely involve the combination of adjunctive therapies
with rehabilitation to achieve optimal results. Therefore, the development of new adjunct
therapeutic modalities to complement existing treatments would be extremely beneficial. Noninvasive brain stimulation (NIBS) is one promising intervention that could be implemented into a
multi-faceted treatment program due to the effectiveness and practicality demonstrated by some
NIBS techniques as some can even be administered in a home-care program and administered
concurrently with motor or cognitive tasks [13].
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is one of several NIBS methods that have
recently been developed to increase or decrease cortical excitability and to enhance motor skill
acquisition and learning. However, tDCS has been shown over the past several years to be the
most effective and practical of these NIBS techniques currently available. Accordingly,
improvements in motor performance after application of anodal tDCS over the M1 have been
found in healthy participants [14], older adults [15], stroke [16-19] and PD [20-22]. The
administration of tDCS involves passing a weak, constant electrical current (0.5 - 2mA) through
surface electrodes applied on specific areas of the scalp overlying a targeted brain area of
interest.
The basic physiological effect that results from this applied external current is an
alteration of the excitability of the stimulated region. Accordingly, one fundamental early
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discovery was that the polarity of the stimulation determined whether the targeted brain region
would be inhibited or facilitated. Specifically, anodal tDCS (anode placed over the targeted
region) often results in increased cortical excitability, whereas cathodal tDCS (cathode placed
over the targeted region) results in decreased cortical excitability. Most commonly, both anodal
and cathodal stimulation are applied to a cortical area of interest for a duration ranging from 5 to
20 minutes [23]. This duration of stimulation has been shown to induce changes in excitability
that are sustained for approximately 90 minutes after an acute stimulation session ends.
Importantly, the majority of studies show that only anodal tDCS leads to enhanced motor
performance. Therefore, it is the most frequently studied polarity of stimulation and any
references to tDCS in this document refer to anodal tDCS unless otherwise specified.
Originally, it was assumed that the increased excitability elicited by tDCS was the
physiological mechanism responsible for the associated increases in motor performance due to
tDCS, at least in the short-term. This was based on somewhat indirect lines of reasoning from
research done on the adaptations that occur in M1 following motor practice in normal
circumstances. These studies found that when a person practices a novel motor task that the
corticospinal neurons in M1 increase their excitability. This phenomenon was referred to as usedependent plasticity [24]. Accordingly, it was inferred that tDCS represented an external
intervention that could further increase cortical excitability beyond the normally attained levels
associated with motor practice, which would explain the increased motor performance observed
with tDCS administration. However, more recent evidence has called this basic line of reasoning
into question. Regardless of the exact mechanisms, it is now clear based on over a hundred motor
skill studies in humans reported in recent literature reviews that tDCS is capable of enhancing
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motor performance by approximately 10-15% after a single application [20, 22] in healthy
adults.
In regards to PD, the same basic findings have been reported as in healthy adults although
the total number of studies in PD is much lower. Most studies that have applied M1-tDCS in a
single session have also observed 10-15% enhancements in motor performance in PD. In
addition, one study measured cortical excitability after tDCS over M1 in PD. Motor evoked
potentials (MEP), an index of cortical excitability, were significantly elevated after anodal tDCS
and decreased after cathodal tDCS. Although not statistically significant, these changes in
excitability had a tendency to correlate with improved motor symptoms in PD according to the
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Scale (UPDRS-III) [21]. It is also important to note that these
results were obtained when participants were off medication. Additionally, a few other studies
demonstrated that tDCS could improve various aspects of cognitive function in PD. For example,
one study assessed functional connectivity with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
in combination with a verbal fluency task. The findings indicated that tDCS increased functional
connectivity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in PD and that these changes in functional
connectivity were associated with the improvements in phonemic performance [25].
Collectively, the available research is promising that administration of tDCS in combination with
motor practice could represent an adjunct therapeutic intervention in PD. In the best case
scenario, this could particularly benefit patients who do not qualify for deep brain stimulation or
those who present with medication issues such as tolerability and interactions [7].
Although one prerequisite for an adjunct intervention is effectiveness, there are other
important considerations for any modality to be able to be put into real world application.
Accordingly, tDCS displays some other practical advantages. For example, tDCS devices are
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portable and much smaller in size and weight compared to other methods of NIBS. This feature
would more easily allow tDCS to be implemented into clinical practice and remote-supervised
home care. Moreover, tDCS is safe, easy to administer, affordable, and can be applied in
combination with motor activities.
At the present time, recent review articles on the influence of M1-tDCS on motor skill in
healthy adults have indicated that 75-80% of the available studies involving a single application
of tDCS have either improved motor skill during a single practice session or within a time period
shortly after stimulation and practice ended [14, 26, 27]. Nonetheless, there are other potential
brain areas that contribute to motor function in addition to M1 that could be potential targets for
application of tDCS. Recently, increasing evidence has shown that tDCS applied over the
cerebellum (c-tDCS) can also enhance motor performance in young and older adults. However,
no studies to date have investigated the effects of c-tDCS in skill acquisition and motor learning
in PD.
Although PD is traditionally considered a basal ganglia disorder due to the loss of
dopamine producing neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta, numerous studies have
identified altered functional activity in multiple brain regions relevant to motor function in PD,
including the cerebellum and M1 [28, 29]. The cerebellum is an important motor area and is
particularly involved in multi-joint control, agonist-antagonist muscle coordination, sensorimotor
integration, motor learning, and balance [30-32]. Additionally, the cerebellum has strong
connections to M1 and, therefore changes in cerebellar excitability usually lead to modulation of
M1 excitability. Thus, tDCS and repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) have both
been shown to be able to modulate cerebellar activity [30-32]. Based on the improvements
observed following application of c-tDCS in young and old adults and the contribution of
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cerebellar dysfunction to the motor symptoms in PD, c-tDCS could be a promising intervention
to improve motor function in PD. In addition, several other lines of evidence support this
proposition: 1) c-tDCS has the ability to enhance motor learning in healthy [33-35] and in
cerebellar ataxia [32]; 2) extensive cerebellar involvement in PD pathophysiology has been
confirmed by anatomical, physiological and clinical studies [28, 29]; 3) heightened cerebellar
excitability could be a compensatory mechanism to counter basal ganglia dysfunction in PD,
which could be enhanced by c-tDCS [29]; and 4) c-tDCS could be capable of modulating
excitability of non-stimulated brain areas that are connected to the brain region targeted by tDCS
[32, 36]. Despite these observations, no studies have examined the influence of c-tDCS on motor
skill acquisition or motor learning in PD.
Therefore, the overall purpose of this dissertation was to determine the influence of ctDCS on motor skill acquisition, motor learning, and transfer of motor learning in PD in the ON
and OFF medication states.
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Significance of the Chapter

Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a non-invasive brain stimulation
technique that can modulate cortical excitability and increase motor skill in healthy adults when
administered to the motor cortex (M1-tDCS). In addition, these same effects are generally
observed when M1-tDCS is applied in older adults, stroke, and PD. Although M1 has been the
brain region most frequently targeted with tDCS in the currently available literature, an
increasing number of studies have established that tDCS applied to the cerebellum (c-tDCS) can
also enhance motor abilities in young and older adults. In addition, c-tDCS even outperformed
M1-tDCS in one study that involved a direct comparison between the two techniques.
Collectively, the results of these c-tDCS in young and older adults could be highly relevant to
intervention therapy development in PD because increasing evidence has indicated that the
cerebellum contributes considerably to PD pathophysiology. Despite this observation, no studies
to date have investigated the use of c-tDCS to improve motor function in PD. Therefore, the
primary purpose of this chapter was to determine the influence of c-tDCS on motor performance
in a complex, visuomotor isometric precision grip task (PGT) in PD. A secondary purpose was to
determine the influence of c-tDCS on transfer of motor performance in PD. A double-blind,
SHAM-controlled, within-participants, counterbalanced design was utilized to accomplish these
purposes. PD participants completed two identical experimental sessions in the OFF medication
state and performed the PGT over a 25 minute period concurrent with either c-tDCS or SHAM
stimulation. c-tDCS was delivered to the cerebellum ipsilateral to the primarily affected hand.
Additionally, transfer tasks were quantified before and after the practice and stimulation period
to quantify transfer of motor performance.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation (c-tDCS) can increase motor
performance in young and older adults. Since the cerebellum contributes to Parkinson’s disease
(PD) pathology, c-tDCS could potentially enhance motor function in PD. The primary purpose
was to examine the influence of c-tDCS on motor performance in a complex, visuomotor
isometric precision grip task (PGT) in PD. The secondary purpose was to determine the
influence of c-tDCS on transfer of motor performance in PD.
Methods: The study was a double-blind, SHAM-controlled, within-participants, counterbalanced
design. Sixteen PD participants completed two experimental sessions (c-tDCS, SHAM; 7 day
washout period). Each session involved practice of the PGT over a 25 minute period concurrent
with either c-tDCS or SHAM stimulation. c-tDCS was delivered to the cerebellum ipsilateral to
the primarily affected hand. Additionally, transfer tasks were quantified before and after the
practice and stimulation period and included maximum voluntary contractions (MVCs), the
Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale Part III (UPDRS-III), the Purdue Pegboard Test (PPT),
and the Jebsen-Taylor Hand Function Test (JTT).
Results: The force error in the PGT was not significantly different between the c-tDCS and
SHAM conditions. Similarly, the MVC, UPDRS-III, PPT, and JTT values were not significantly
different between the c-tDCS and SHAM conditions.
Conclusion: These findings indicate that a single session of c-tDCS does not elicit improvements
in motor performance in hand and arm tasks in PD. Future c-tDCS studies in PD should
investigate both multiple stimulation sessions and different parameters of stimulation.
Key Words: Parkinson’s disease; transcranial direct current stimulation; motor skill; cerebellum;
cerebellar stimulation
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Highlights
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not increase motor performance in
Parkinson's disease.
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not enhance manual dexterity in Parkinson's
disease.
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not improve a clinical rating scale in
Parkinson's disease.
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1.

Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder and
affects approximately one million people in the United States with total annual costs approaching
11 billion dollars [1]. The cardinal pathologic feature of PD is the loss of dopaminergic neurons
in the substantia nigra pars compacta, which leads to striatal dopamine depletion [2, 3]. The
decrease in dopamine is associated with a variety of motor deficits such as rigidity, bradykinesia,
tremor, and postural instability that lead to severe impairments in the ability to perform activities
of daily living [4, 5]. Current medical and surgical treatment approaches for PD are either only
mildly effective, expensive, or are associated with a variety of side effects [6]. Therefore, the
development of practical and effective therapeutic adjuncts to complement current treatments
would significantly benefit individuals with PD.
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a non-invasive brain stimulation
technique that can modulate cortical excitability and increase motor skill in healthy adults [7]
when delivered to the motor cortex (M1-tDCS). Similarly, recent reviews [6, 8, 9] have
concluded that the majority of studies involving M1-tDCS application in PD have reported
significant improvements in motor performance. Although M1 has been the brain region most
frequently targeted with tDCS, an increasing number of studies have established that tDCS
applied to the cerebellum (c-tDCS) can also enhance motor abilities [10]. Specifically, it has
been demonstrated that c-tDCS improves several categories of sensorimotor learning including
motor skill acquisition [11], motor learning [12], and especially motor adaptation in both young
and older adults [13]. In addition, c-tDCS even outperformed M1-tDCS in a direct comparison
study [14]. However, this could have been partially due to the adaptation learning paradigm
employed as M1 and cerebellum have distinct, but complementary roles in motor learning.
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Taken together, these c-tDCS studies in young and older adults could be highly relevant to
intervention therapy development in PD because accumulating evidence has indicated that the
cerebellum contributes considerably to PD pathophysiology [15].
Although PD is primarily a basal ganglia disorder, the widespread cerebellar involvement
in PD pathophysiology provides a basis for targeting it with tDCS [15, 16]. In addition, while M1
plays the predominant role in the execution of skilled movements of the hand and arm, M1
output depends on input from several motor areas including crucial contributions from the
cerebellum. Furthermore, previously unknown bi-directional pathways have recently been
discovered between the basal ganglia and cerebellum [17]. The connections of the cerebellum to
basal ganglia and M1 are important because the effects of tDCS have been found to extend to
other brain areas that were not stimulated directly. For example, M1-tDCS has been shown in
animal, imaging, and pharmacological studies to induce remote effects in interconnected CNS
regions [18, 19] including the basal ganglia [20], thalamus [21], subcortical pain structures [22],
and the the spinal cord [23]. Accordingly, M1-tDCS mediated activation of the basal ganglia in
these studies was associated with improvements in motor function [24, 25]. This provides
theoretical support for the idea that c-tDCS could indirectly impact M1 and basal ganglia
activity. Furthermore, cerebellar dysfunction in PD may be a compensatory mechanism that
attempts to diminish the negative influences of abnormal basal ganglia activity as PD patients
with greater cerebellar activity exhibit better motor function [15]. Thus, c-tDCS could potentially
improve motor skill in PD by enhancing these compensatory processes through increasing
cerebellar activity [26]. Finally, the increases in motor skill elicited by tDCS in older adults [13]
are particularly intriguing because recent evidence suggests that the cerebellum is the primary
brain area responsible for movement impairments in older adults [27]. These factors along with
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the improvements in motor performance elicited by c-tDCS in young adults [11, 12, 14] provide
strong rationale for the investigation of c-tDCS to improve motor performance in PD. Despite
these interrelated lines of reasoning, no studies have examined the influence of c-tDCS on motor
performance in PD.
The primary purpose was to examine the influence of c-tDCS on motor performance in a
complex, visuomotor isometric precision grip task (PGT) in PD. The secondary purpose was to
determine the influence of c-tDCS on the transfer of motor performance in PD. The transfer tasks
included maximum voluntary contractions (MVCs), the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating
Scale Part III (UPDRS-III), the Purdue Pegboard Test (PPT), and the Jebsen Taylor Hand
Function Test (JTT). Based on c-tDCS studies in involving practice of hand and arm tasks in
young and older adults [11-14] and M1-tDCS studies in PD [6, 8, 9], it was hypothesized that ctDCS would increase motor performance in the PGT and in the transfer tasks to a greater extent
than SHAM stimulation in PD.
2.
2.1

Methods

Participants
Sixteen PD participants (10 males, 6 females; mean age: 68.4 ± 11.8) provided written

informed consent and participated in the study. Participants had a clinical diagnosis of idiopathic
PD, were free of any other neurological disorder, did not meet any non-invasive brain
stimulation exclusion criteria, and had no uncontrolled medical conditions. Thirteen participants
were right-hand dominant and primarily right-side affected, whereas three participants were lefthand dominant and primarily left-side affected. The study protocol was approved by the IRB at
the University of Nevada Las Vegas and the research was conducted according to the
Declaration of Helsinki.
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2.2

Experimental design and procedures
The study was a double-blind, SHAM-controlled, within-participants, counterbalanced

design. Participants reported to the lab in the morning after a 12-hour overnight medication
withdrawal (practically defined-OFF medication condition) [28] for two experimental sessions.
The sessions were separated by a 7 day washout period and conducted at the same time each day.
The PGT was performed over a 25 minute period concurrent with either c-tDCS or SHAM
stimulation to determine the influence of the stimulation on motor performance. In addition, a set
of transfer tasks (MVCs, UPDRS-III, PPT, and JTT) were completed before and after the
practice and stimulation period to quantify transfer of motor performance. Since these tasks were
not done simultaneously with c-tDCS and were not practiced extensively, they were considered
transfer tasks. Specifically, each experiment involved the following procedures performed in the
order prescribed: 1) a familiarization that included familiarizing participants with the
experimental procedures and visual demonstrations by the investigators of the motor tasks
associated with the study; 2) the pre-tests were completed; 3) c-tDCS or SHAM stimulation was
applied and 10 trials of the PGT were performed during the stimulation period; and 4) the posttests were completed (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental protocol that comprised a familiarization, pre-tests
(UPDRS-III, PPT, JTT, MVCs), 25 minutes of either c-tDCS or SHAM stimulation concurrent with 10 trials of
the PGT, and post-tests (MVCs, UPDRS, PPT, JTT) in the order depicted.

2.3

PGT
The PGT experimental arrangement was similar to previous studies [29, 30]. Briefly,

participants were seated facing a computer monitor. The dominant primarily affected arm was
abducted to 45°, the elbow was flexed to 90°, the hand was semi-supinated, and the wrist was in
a neutral posture with the forearm resting on a table. The PGT involved accurately matching a
target sine wave (0.5 Hz) displayed on a monitor by producing isometric force using a precision
grip (index finger and thumb) against a grip device instrumented with force transducers. The
minimums and maximums of the sine wave were 5% and 25% of the pre-test MVC force
attained in the same task arrangement. Each PGT trial involved matching the template for 30
seconds and participants performed a total of 10 trials concurrent with either c-tDCS or SHAM
stimulation. Note that the stimulator was turned on for 3 minutes while participants sat quietly
prior to performing the first PGT trial (Fig 1). Finally, the stimulator was kept on after
completion of the last PGT trial, which was usually completed 1-3 minutes before the 25 minute
stimulation period elapsed.
The PGT was the motor task chosen to be paired with stimulation for several reasons: 1)
numerous M1-tDCS studies [31-33] and a c-tDCS study in young adults [12] as well as an acute
19

M1-tDCS study in PD performed in our lab (manuscript in preparation) have all found that tDCS
elicits large, acute performance increases in precision grip tasks. Thus, the PGT had potential for
improvement due to acute c-tDCS application; 2) the precision grip is a functional task required
extensively in everyday living and involves many muscles; 3) the cerebellum is highly involved
in the timing of muscle activation, error detection in voluntary movements, and visuomotor
tracking tasks, which are all relevant motor control aspects of the PGT.
2.4

c-tDCS
A NeuroConn DC Stimulator Plus/MR delivered anodal tDCS via two rubber electrodes

(5 × 5 cm) encased in saline soaked sponges that were held in place by rubber straps. c-tDCS
was applied over the cerebellum ipsilateral to the primarily affected hand (anode placed 3 cm
lateral to the inion, cathode over the ipsilateral buccinator muscle, current strength 2mA, 25
minute duration). These c-tDCS parameters have elicited large and immediate increases in motor
performance in previous studies in young and older adults [11, 13, 14]. For SHAM, the current
was ramped up and down over 30 seconds according to standard SHAM procedures. The
stimulator was programmed by an investigator who did not participate in the data collection or
analysis. Finally, the investigators who conducted the experiments and analyzed the data were
blind to the experimental conditions.
2.5

Transfer tasks
A set of four tasks were employed to quantify transfer of motor performance to tasks that

were not performed during stimulation or practiced as extensively as the PGT. The transfer tasks
(MVCs, UPDRS, PPT, and JTT) were administered immediately before and after the stimulation
and practice period according to accepted protocols. Execution of the tasks in the immediate time
period after stimulation was an important study design aspect, because numerous studies have
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shown that tDCS can elicit performance enhancements for at least 30 minutes after stimulation
ends.
Participants completed three MVC trials in the identical experimental arrangement and
hand posture as in the PGT task. Participants were instructed to exert maximum force in the
shortest time possible and to hold the maximum for 3-5 seconds in a similar manner to previous
studies [30, 34]. The MVC task served three purposes in the study. First, the pre-test MVC force
was used as a reference value to calculate the target forces for the PGT. Second, the difference
between the pre and post-test MVCs was used to rule out the influence of muscle fatigue on the
PGT results. Third, the MVC served as a transfer task for the motor ability of maximum strength.
The UPDRS-III was administered by an investigator trained by a movement disorders
neurologist. The PPT is a standard test to evaluate multi-joint arm and hand function and entails
picking up small pegs from a tray and placing them in a line of holes as fast as possible over a 30
second time period. Similarly, the JTT is a widely accepted assessment of functional manual
dexterity used in aging, movement disorders, and tDCS studies. It involves completing a set 6
tasks that imitate common motor tasks of daily living as quickly as possible with the hand and
arm. For both the PPT and JTT, 3 trials were performed with the dominant, primarily affected
arm in both the pre and post-tests.
Collectively, these assessments were selected as transfer tasks because they are functional
tasks that are well-characterized in the literature, provide information on several different aspects
of motor function, have varying emphasis on the control of proximal and distal muscles of the
upper limb, and exhibit different varying degrees of overlap of the same and different muscle
groups involved in the PGT. Thus, this set of transfer tasks should have allowed for the
systematic measurement of any motor performance transfer if it were present.
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2.6

Data analysis
The force error in the PGT was the primary dependent variable, whereas the MVC force,

UPDRS-III, PPT, and JTT were considered to be secondary dependent variables. PGT and MVC
data were collected and analyzed in custom-written scripts in Spike2 and Signal software (CED,
Cambridge UK). Force error in the PGT was calculated as the average error in force relative to
the target force template over each 30 second trial and the final force error value for each subject
was taken as the average of the 10 PGT trials. MVC force was quantified as the average force
produced during the plateau period for each trial and the highest force among the 3 trials was
denoted as the MVC value. The UPDRS score was quantified as the sum of the items (scored on
a 5-point scale) on Part III (motor examination). The PPT was calculated as the average number
of pegs placed in the holes within a 30 second trial and the average of the 3 trials was used for
analysis. For the JTT, the total time to complete the 6 tasks was computed for each trial and the
average of the 3 trials was determined.
2.7

Statistical analysis
Force error in the PGT between the c-tDCS and SHAM conditions was compared with a

two-tailed paired t-test. In contrast, MVC forces, UPDRS scores, PPT scores, and JTT times
were analyzed with two-way [2 condition (c-tDCS, SHAM) × 2 test (pre, post)] withinparticipants ANOVAs. Fisher LSD post-hoc tests were used to locate differences among pairs of
means if appropriate. The significance level was set at P < 0.05 and data are indicated as means
± standard errors in the figures.
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3.
3.1

Results

PGT
The force error was not significantly different between the c-tDCS and SHAM conditions

(P = 0.322; Fig 2).

A 4.0
Force Error (N)

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

c-tDCS

SHAM

Fig. 2. Force error in the PGT for the c-tDCS and SHAM conditions. The force error was not
significantly different between the c-tDCS and SHAM conditions (P = 0.322).

3.2

Transfer tasks
For the MVC forces, the main effect for condition (F[1,15] = 2.181, P = 0.224, η2 = 0.158),

main effect for test (F[1,15] = 0.106, P = 0.749, η2 = 0.007), and condition × test interaction (F[1,15]
= 0.559, P = 0.466, η2 = 0.036) were all non-significant (Fig. 3A). Similarly, the main effect for
condition (F[1,15] = 0.145, P = 0.709, η2 = 0.010), main effect for test (F[1,15] = 0.011, P = 0.920, η2
= 0.001), and condition × test interaction (F[1,15] = 0.966, P = 0.341, η2 = 0.061) were all nonsignificant for the UPDRS-III (Fig 3B). For the PPT scores, the main effect for condition (F[1,15] =
0.711, P = 0.412, η2 = 0.045), main effect for test (F[1,15] = 1.321, P = 0.268, η2 = 0.081), and
condition × test interaction (F[1,15] = 1.621, P = 0.222, η2 = 0.098) were all non-significant (Fig.
4A). Similarly, the main effect for condition (F[1,15] = 0.276, P = 0.607, η2 = 0.018), and condition
× test interaction (F[1,15] = 0.027, P = 0.872, η2 = 0.002) were non-significant for the JTT times
(Fig 4B). However, there was a significant main effect for test (F[1,15] = 11.181, P = 0.004, η2 =
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0.427), which indicated that the JTT time was shorter in the post-test block compared to the pretest block (P = 0.004).
A 130

c-tDCS
SHAM

UPDRS-III

MVC (N)

120

B 22

110
100
90
80
70

Pre-test

21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12

Post-test

Pre-test

Post-test

Fig. 3. MVC forces and UPDRS-III scores in the pre and post-tests for the c-tDCS (closed squares) and SHAM
conditions (open squares). A. MVC forces were not significantly different for the pre and post-tests (P = 0.749) or
between the c-tDCS and SHAM conditions (P = 0.114). B. UPDRS scores were not significantly different for the
pre and post-tests (P = 0.920) or between c-tDCS and SHAM conditions (P = 0.749).

13

B 42

c-tDCS
SHAM

12

JTT (sec)

Pegboard (# of pegs)

A

11
10
9
8

Pre-test

41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32

*

Pre-test

Post-test

Post-test

Fig. 4. PPT scores and JTT times in the pre and post-tests for the c-tDCS (closed squares) and SHAM conditions
(open squares). A. PPT scores were not significantly different for the pre and post-tests (P = 0.268) or between the
c-tDCS and SHAM conditions (P = 0.412). B. JTT times were significantly lower in the post-test compared to the
pre-test (P = 0.004), but not between the c-tDCS and SHAM conditions (P = 0.607). * indicates a significant
difference between the pre and post-tests.
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4.

Discussion

The primary purpose was to examine the influence of c-tDCS on motor performance in a
complex, visuomotor isometric precision grip task (PGT) in PD, whereas the secondary purpose
was to determine the influence of c-tDCS on the transfer of motor performance in PD. The study
produced two main findings. First, c-tDCS did not significantly improve motor performance
(reduce force error) in the PGT task relative to SHAM stimulation. Second, motor performance
in the transfer tasks was not enhanced in the time period immediately following c-tDCS
application relative to SHAM stimulation. Collectively, these results indicate that a single
session of c-tDCS does not elicit improvements in motor performance or transfer of motor
performance in hand and arm tasks in PD.
4.1

Influence of c-tDCS on motor performance in PD
c-tDCS applied concurrently with motor task execution has been shown to enhance motor

performance in young and older adults. The findings in older adults are especially interesting
because the cerebellum may be the primary brain area responsible for altered movement control
in older adults [27]. Based on these observations and the cerebellar involvement in PD, the
current study investigated the effects of c-tDCS on motor performance in PD. It was originally
hypothesized that force error would be lower during c-tDCS compared with SHAM stimulation.
Contrary to this prediction, the force error exhibited by participants during c-tDCS was similar to
SHAM. Specifically, force error was only 5% percent lower in the c-tDCS condition and this
small difference did not approach statistical significance (P = 0.322). These outcomes are in
contrast to most of the previous c-tDCS studies in young and old adults, including a study from
our laboratory [11] where c-tDCS increased motor skill acquisition in overhand throwing in
young adults. The current results are also not consistent with the motor function improvements
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observed in the majority of M1-tDCS in PD [6, 8, 9]. However, a recent study in young adults
reported that c-tDCS failed to improve performance in a whole body dynamic balance task [35].
In addition, the present findings are consistent with a particularly relevant study, which showed
that a single session of c-tDCS did not enhance clinical writing task scores in dystonia patients
[36]. Similar to PD, dystonia is primarily a basal ganglia disorder that is also characterized by
cerebellar contributions to impaired movement. Therefore, it appears that c-tDCS may not be
effective, at least in acute stimulation conditions, in improving motor function in these two
movement disorders in which cerebellar deficits play a partial but significant role.
4.2

Influence of c-tDCS on transfer of motor performance in PD
A critical issue in motor training and non-invasive brain stimulation studies in PD is

whether performance improvements realized in a given task can be generalized (transferred) to
other motor tasks. Any modality will be of limited utility if it only elicits positive effects when
given simultaneously with a particular motor task, because it would be impractical for
individuals with PD to train every impaired task encountered in daily living. Surprisingly, the
effects of tDCS on transfer of motor performance have only been investigated in a few studies in
any population and have yielded conflicting results [37-39]. Therefore, the present study
employed four tranfer tasks that each emphasized different aspects of hand and arm function and
had varying degrees of overlap with the PGT task done concurrent with c-tDCS. The results
demonstrated that c-tDCS failed to improve performance of any of the transfer tasks as indicated
by the lack of change between the pre-tests and the post-tests, which were performed
immediately after c-tDCS. These findings are in contrast to a M1-tDCS study in young adults,
which demonstrated that tDCS increased transfer in some, but not all aspects of arm movement
performance [38]. However, the present results are consistent with a study in older adults that
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found improvements in the trained task done in combination with M1-tDCS did not generalize to
two other hand tasks [39]. Furthermore, Hamoudi et al. (2018) observed that M1-tDCS induced
improvements in a pinch grip task did not transfer to PPT or JTT performance in chronic stroke
patients [37]. Overall, these suggest M1-tDCS and c-tDCS may have limited ability to induce
transfer of motor performance in several populatons including PD.
4.3

Possible factors responsible for the failure of c-tDCS to improve motor performance in

PD
The dissimilar findings between the present study and the majority of M1-tDCS studies
in PD and c-tDCS studies in young and older adults imply that it should not be presumed that ctDCS always enhances motor abilities or that results in healthy populations translate to PD.
Although the current results were unexpected, there are several possible factors responsible for
the failure of c-tDCS to improve motor performance or transfer.
The most likely explanation is that one acute application of c-tDCS may be insufficient to
meaningfully increase motor function and multi-day stimulation of at least 3-5 sessions might be
necessary. Accordingly, the authors of the aforementioned negative c-tDCS study in dystonia put
forward an argument that a single stimulation session is unlikely to be sufficient to override the
negative motor adaptations that have developed due to the disease over many years [36], a point
that is highly relevant to the current study. This line of reasoning is supported by the fact that
numerous M1-tDCS studies [31, 32, 37, 40] and a c-tDCS study [12] reported accumulating
motor learning effects over 3-5 days. Nonetheless, in all but one of these studies the effects of
tDCS on performance also reached significance within the first day. In addition, the vast majority
of tDCS studies in both healthy adults and in PD have been single session studies and reported
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significant effects [6-9]. Thus, it is not mandatory that repeated daily stimulation is necessary to
detect enhancements in motor function due to c-tDCS.
A second possibility that could explain the present findings is that the balance of
excitatory and inhibitory pathways from the cerebellum to M1 and to basal ganglia are so altered
in PD compared to healthy adults that c-tDCS does not induce the same net motor effects. For
example, it is thought that transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) or tDCS delivered to the
cerebellum in healthy adults activates a cerebellar-thalamic-cortical pathway that bifurcates such
that one pathway elicits a net inhibition on corticospinal output cells in M1, whereas the other
pathway elicits a net facilitation (see Figure 6 in Reis et al. 2008 [41]). In addition, a recent TMS
study provided evidence that two interneuronal networks in M1 differ in how they process inputs
from the cerebellum [42]. Furthermore, somewhat analogous effects could occur if there are
imbalances in the aforementioned bidirectional pathways between the cerebellum and basal
ganglia [17]. Taken together, the widespread network dysfunction in numerous neural circuits
between cerebellum, basal ganglia, and M1 might have led to a lack of positive c-tDCS effects in
PD.
Another explanation for the current results is that the parameters (montage, current,
duration) of c-tDCS were not optimal as some prior c-tDCS studies have had success with
slightly different protocols [10]. Although this proposition is possible, it seems highly unlikely as
identical parameters were successful in our previous study [11] and in many others from a
different research group [13, 14, 43, 44]. Similarly, it is very doubtful that the motor tasks
selected in the present study are responsible as numerous studies have shown that these tasks
involve high cerebellar involvement and are highly responsive to tDCS [12, 31, 32, 37, 45-47].
Finally, the lack of results could be due to some combination of the aforementioned factors and
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in depth multi-day c-tDCS studies combining behavioral and physiological measurements will
have to be done to discriminate between the aforementioned possible explanations.
4.4

Conclusions
In summary, the findings indicated that a single session of c-tDCS does not enhance

motor performance in hand and arm tasks in PD. Therefore, future c-tDCS studies in PD should
examine multiple stimulation sessions and perhaps different c-tDCS application parameters to
fully determine the viability of c-tDCS as an intervention to improve motor function in PD.
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Significance of the Chapter
In the previous chapter, primary purpose of the investigation was to determine the
influence of c-tDCS on motor performance. It was hypothesized that c-tDCS application would
lead to greater enhancements in motor performance compared to practice alone in PD. Contrary
to this expectation, c-tDCS failed to improve motor performance or transfer of motor
performance in PD. However, in the previous chapter, a within-participants design was utilized
and all experimental procedures were performed in the OFF medication state. The advantage of a
within-participants design is that it eliminates the high inter-individual response to brain
stimulation techniques. Furthermore, the assessment of participants in the OFF medication state
provides information on the influence of an intervention on the basic behavior effects of the
disease. However, the within-participants design could have led to carry-over effects on motor
skill learning between the two sessions. In addition, conducting the experiment in the OFF
medication state could have precluded the ability to see differences due to c-tDCS. Furthermore,
in everyday living individuals with PD will not be off of their medications. Thus, c-tDCS must
be able to improve motor performance to a greater extent than motor training alone while
participants are on medications to have real world applications. Therefore, the purpose of this
chapter was to determine the effects of c-tDCS on motor performance in PD while participants
were on medications. A randomized, double-blind, SHAM-controlled, between-participants,
design was utilized for this study. Furthermore, the current study investigated performance of
two different motor tasks while c-tDCS was applied. These were a visuomotor isometric
precision grip task (PGT) and a rapid arm movement task (AMT).
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ABSTRACT
Background: Transcranial direct current stimulation delivered to the cerebellum (c-tDCS)
improves motor performance in young and old adults. Based on the involvement of the
cerebellum in the pathology of Parkinson’s disease (PD), c-tDCS could also represent an
intervention with potential to improve motor function in PD. Therefore, the purpose was to
determine the effects of c-tDCS on motor performance in PD while participants were on
medications.
Methods: The study was a randomized, double-blind, SHAM-controlled, between-participants,
design. Twenty-one individuals with PD were allocated to either a c-tDCS group or a SHAM
stimulation group. All participants completed a single experimental session and performed two
motor tasks with their most affected hand in a Baseline condition (no stimulation) and an
Experimental condition. One group of participants received c-tDCS during performance of the
motor tasks in the experimental condition, whereas the other group received SHAM stimulation.
The motor tasks were a visuomotor isometric precision grip task (PGT) and a rapid arm
movement task (AMT). The dependent variables were the force error and endpoint error in the
PGT and AMT, respectively.
Results: There were no significant differences in force error or endpoint error in the experimental
condition between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups.
Conclusion: These results indicate that an acute application of c-tDCS does not enhance motor
performance in tasks involving hand and arm control in PD. The cerebellar dysfunction observed
in PD may require long-term c-tDCS application to enhance motor function and this possibility
should be investigated in future studies.
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Highlights
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not increase motor skill in a precision grip
task in Parkinson's disease.
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not enhance motor skill in an arm
movement task in Parkinson's disease.
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not improve motor skill in Parkinson's
disease while participants were on medications.
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1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease is a progressive, neurodegenerative disorder that is characterized by
debilitating motor symptoms including tremor, rigidity, postural instability, and bradykinesia.
The current pharmaceutical, surgical, and management strategies for PD are directed towards
relieving the symptoms associated with the disease. Levodopa combined with other medications
represents the standard treatment for PD, but their efficacy diminishes over time [1] and leads to
side effects such as dyskinesia. For advanced PD, deep brain stimulation is the established
surgical approach and can substantially improve motor performance and quality of life [2].
However, deep brain stimulation is associated with surgical contraindications, high costs,
neuropsychiatric side effects, and is not effective in treating non-motor PD symptoms [3].
Physical exercise is also commonly prescribed in PD primarily based on animal studies [4, 5],
but the magnitude of these positive effects has generally not been achieved in humans.
Nonetheless, literature reviews have concluded that exercise is mild to moderately effective in
improving many aspects of motor function in PD [6, 7]. While several forms of exercise [8, 9]
can induce clinically significant motor improvements in PD, the most successful strategy to
improve motor function would likely entail pairing adjunctive therapies with rehabilitation to
enhance or complement the effects of existing treatments.
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a form of non-invasive brain stimulation
that when applied to the motor cortex (M1-tDCS) has shown the ability to improve motor
performance in healthy adults [10] and in PD [11]. In addition, tDCS has realistic potential for
implementation into clinical practice [12], remote supervision paradigms [13], and into homebased care [14]. Furthermore, tDCS has several practical advantages that make it compatible
with other therapies such as portability, safety, ease of administration, ability to be delivered
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during motor activities, and low cost [12]. Although the vast majority of studies in healthy adults
and PD have utilized M1-tDCS, increasing evidence suggests that tDCS delivered to the
cerebellum (c-tDCS) can also significantly improve motor performance [15-17]. However, all of
these studies have been conducted in young and old adults, even though the cerebellum is now
recognized to play a significant role in the pathology of PD [18, 19].
PD has conventionally been viewed primarily as a basal ganglia disorder due to the wellknown loss of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra pars compacta, which leads to
reductions in striatal dopamine and motor impairments. However, numerous research studies
have found altered functional activity in many other important brain areas, especially M1 and
cerebellum. Accordingly, the substantial cerebellar contribution to impaired motor function in
PD provides a strong theoretical basis for the investigation of c-tDCS as a potential intervention
in the disease [18, 19]. Furthermore, several other specific research findings support this
rationale: 1) c-tDCS improves motor performance in young [15, 17] and older adults [16] and
M1-tDCS improves performance in these populations [10, 20] and in PD [11]; 2) increased
cerebellar activity compensates for basal ganglia dysfunction in PD and cerebellar stimulation
may enhance this process [19]; 3) tDCS exerts remote effects on connected brain regions not
stimulated directly and formerly unidentifed reciprocal pathways have been found between the
cerebellum and basal ganglia [21]; and 4) tDCS efficacy scales with age [20] and the level of
impairment in motor disorders [22], which is relevant because the majority of individuals with
PD are over the age of 60. Despite these observations, no studies have examined the effects of ctDCS on motor performance in PD.
The purpose was to determine the effects of c-tDCS on motor performance in PD while
participants were on medications. This was accomplished by having participants perform two
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motor tasks with their most affected hand in a baseline condition and in an experimental
condition. Most importantly, one group of participants received c-tDCS during performance of
the motor tasks in the experimental condition, whereas the other group received SHAM
stimulation. Thus, this allowed for the examination of whether c-tDCS applied simultaneous with
motor task execution can enhance task performance. The two motor tasks selected for the study
included a visuomotor isometric precision grip task (PGT) and a rapid arm movement task
(AMT). These tasks were chosen because it has been shown that there is strong cerebellar
involvement in the motor control and execution of both tasks [23-26]. Based on previous c-tDCS
studies in young [15, 17] and especially old adults [16], it was hypothesized that c-tDCS would
enhance performance in the two motor tasks compared to SHAM stimulation.

2.
2.1

Methods

Participants
Twenty-one individuals with PD (11 males, 10 females; mean age: 71.2 ± 8.9)

volunteered to participate in the study. Participants were free of any other neurological disorder,
did not have an uncontrolled medical condition, and did not meet exclusion criteria for noninvasive brain stimulation studies. Nineteen of the participants were primarily right-side affected
and right-hand dominant, while two participants were primarily left-side affected and left-hand
dominant. The participants provided written informed consent, the protocol was approved by the
IRB at the University of Nevada Las Vegas, and the research was conducted according to the
Declaration of Helsinki.
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2.2

Experimental design and procedures
The study was a randomized, double-blind, SHAM-controlled, between-participants

design. Participants were allocated to either a c-tDCS group (n = 11) or a SHAM stimulation
group (n = 10) and completed a single 2-2.5 hour experimental session. All participants initially
reported to the lab in the morning after a 12-hour overnight medication withdrawal (practically
defined-OFF condition), but performed the experimental interventions and testing on
medications (see below). At the beginning of the session, participants were familiarized with all
experimental procedures. This included visual demonstrations by one of the investigators of all
the motor tasks associated with the study. During this time, participants were required to
demonstrate that they understood the task requirements and the visual feedback provided by the
computer programs during the tasks. Subsequently, they completed 5 familiarization trials of the
PGT and 20 familiarization trials of the AMT. After the familiarization, the following procedures
were performed in the order described: 1) participants ingested their PD medications and sat
quietly for one hour to allow the medications to take effect; 2) three maximal voluntary
contractions (MVCs) were completed; 3) the baseline condition was performed and involved 5
trials of the PGT and 20 trials of the AMT; 3) the c-tDCS electrode montage was placed on the
head; 4) the stimulator was turned on for 3 minutes while participants sat quietly; 5) the
experimental condition was completed and involved 10 trials of the PGT and 4 blocks of 20 trials
of the AMT performed simultaneously with application of c-tDCS; and 6) the stimulator kept
running for any time remaining in the overall 25 minute stimulation period (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the experimental protocol that included a familiarization (5 PGT trials; 20
AMT trials), medication ingestion followed by 1 hour of rest, 3 MVC trials, a Baseline condition (5 PGT trials;
20 AMT trials), c-tDCS montage place placement, and an Experimental condition (25 minutes of either c-tDCS
or SHAM stimulation concurrent with 10 PGT trials and 4 blocks of 20 AMT trials).

2.3

Experimental Tasks

2.3.1. MVCs
A total of three MVC trials were executed using the same experimental arrangement and
hand posture as in the PGT task. Participants were required to produce maximum force in the
shortest possible time and to hold the maximum for 3-5 seconds as described in previous studies
[27, 28]. The MVC task was used to determine the reference value to compute the target forces
for the PGT.
2.3.2

PGT
The experimental setup for the PGT was similar to the arrangement used in previous

studies [28, 29]. Participants sat in a chair and placed their dominant-primarily affected arm on a
table located on one side of the chair. The forearm was position on the table with the wrist in a
neutral position, the shoulder abducted (45°), the elbow flexed (90°), and with the hand in a
semi-supinated posture. The PGT required participants to match a sine wave target template that
scrolled across a computer monitor. This was accomplished by producing isometric force using
the index finger and thumb in a precision grip against a custom-made grip manipulandum
equipped with force transducers. Participants were instructed to match their force trace to the
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target template as accurately as possible for the duration of each PGT trial. The minimum and
maximum values of the sine wave were 5% and 35% of the MVC force, whereas the sine wave
frequency was set to 1 Hz. A single PGT trial involved at matching the template for a duration of
30 seconds followed by 30 seconds of rest. In the familiarization and in the Baseline condition,
the PGT was performed without concurrent stimulation. In contrast, the PGT was performed
simultaneously with c-tDCS or SHAM stimulation during the Experimental condition. Finally,
note that the stimulator was turned on for 3 minutes [17] as participants sat quietly prior to the
start of the first PGT trial (Fig. 1).
The PGT was selected as a motor task for three interrelated reasons. First, precision grip
tasks have been successfully employed in several M1-tDCS studies [30-32] and a c-tDCS study
in young adults [33]. Furthermore, a study (manuscript in preparation) involving M1-tDCS in PD
that was recently completed in our lab utilized the PGT. All of the aforementioned studies found
that tDCS evokes substantial increase in force accuracy in these precision grip tasks. Thus, there
is a high probability that increases in performance due to c-tDCS can be evoked in the PGT.
Second, the precision grip is a complex, multi-joint functional task that is employed frequently in
tasks of daily living; 3) numerous studies have shown that there is a high level of cerebellar
involvement in visuomotor tracking tasks [26].
2.3.3

AMT
The AMT was performed in a nearly identical manner and experimental arrangement as

in a previous study in young and old adults [34]. Briefly, participants executed the AMT with the
dominant, primarily affected arm on a digitizer tablet with a digitizer pen while receiving visual
feedback of the task on a computer monitor linked to the tablet. Participants were instructed to
perform the AMT as fast and as accurately as possible using a single movement that required
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elbow extension and shoulder flexion. The movements were performed from a home circle to a
very small target circle of 0.5 cm in diameter located at a relatively long distance (20 cm) away
from the participant. Once the pen was stationary and the participants had assumed the correct
starting posture, a “GO” signal was given by a customized script that controlled the experiment.
Participants then performed the movement at their convenience (no reaction time component).
Furthermore, the script did not provide participants with visual feedback of the cursor movement
(trajectory) during the trial, but they receive visual feedback of their endpoint performance
relative to the target, which was provided 1 second after each trial for a duration of 3 seconds.
Participants were directed to endeavor to minimize endpoint error distance on each successive
trial. The AMT was performed without concurrent stimulation in the familiarization and in the
Baseline condition. In contrast, the AMT was performed simultaneously with c-tDCS or SHAM
stimulation during the Experimental condition. Finally, note that the stimulator was kept on after
completion of the last AMT trial block (usually a time frame of 1-3 minutes) until the 25 minute
stimulation period elapsed (Fig. 5).
The AMT was selected as a motor task due to the strong cerebellar involvement in
several related aspects of movement control related to this task [23-26]. First, it is an
unconstrained, multi-joint movement entailing the prediction, regulation, and exploitation of
joint interaction torques. Second, it involves the precise timing of agonist and antagonist muscle
bursts to attain endpoint accuracy. Third, trial-to-trial performance in the AMT is highly
dependent on the ability to detect and correct for endpoint errors on successive trials.
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2.3.4

c-TDCS
A NeuroConn DC Stimulator Plus/MR delivered tDCS through two rubber electrodes (5

× 5 cm) that were encased in saline soaked sponges and secured in place by two rubber straps.
Anodal c-tDCS was applied over the cerebellum ipsilateral to the primarily affected hand with
the anode 3 cm lateral to the inion and the cathode over the ipsilateral buccinator muscle. The
stimulation duration was 25 minutes and the current strength was set to 2 mA. These c-tDCS
parameters produced substantial and immediate increases in motor performance in young and old
adults in prior studies [15-17]. In the SHAM stimulation condition, the current was ramped up
and down over 30 seconds, which is the most widely utilized SHAM stimulation protocol in the
literature [35]. The tDCS device settings were programmed by an investigator who did not
partake in either the data collections sessions or the data analysis portion of the project.
Similarly, the researchers who conducted the experiments and analyzed the data were blind to
the experimental condition experienced by the participants in each experiment.
2.4

Data analysis
The dependent variables were the force error in the PGT and the endpoint error in the

AMT. All PGT data were collected in Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design,
Cambridge UK) and analyzed in custom-written Spike2 scripts. AMT data were collected with
Movalyzer software (Neuroscript; Tempe, Arizona) and analyzed using custom-written Matlab
code [34]. Force error was computed as the average error in force over each 30 second trial of
the PGT. The average of the 5 trials in the Baseline condition and the average of the 10 trials in
the Experimental condition were taken as the final force error values for analysis. The endpoint
error was calculated using the Pythagorean Theorem as in previous studies [17, 34, 36]. Thus,
the x, y coordinates of the final endpoint of the pen and the center of target were used to
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determine the shortest distance between these two points. The average of the 20 trials in the
Baseline condition and the average of the 80 trials (4 blocks of 20 trials) in the Experimental
condition were taken as the final AMT endpoint error values for analysis.
2.5

Statistical analysis
Two-way ANOVAs [2 group (c-tDCS, SHAM) × 2 condition (Baseline, Experimental)]

with repeated measures on condition were used to compare force error in the PGT and endpoint
error in the AMT, respectively. Post-hoc tests (Fisher LSD) were used to locate differences
among pairs of means when appropriate. The significance level was set at P < 0.05 and data are
indicated as means ± standard errors in the figures.

3.

Results

Representative PGT data for the Baseline and Experimental conditions for one subject are
shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Representative PGT trials illustrate the significant decline in force error that occurred between the two
conditions. A. The force time profile for a single trial performed in the Baseline condition. B. The force time
profile for a single trial performed in the Baseline condition. B. The force time profile for a single trial
performed in the Experimental condition.
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3.1

PGT
The group × condition interaction (F(1,19) = 0.725, P = 0.405, η2 = 0.037) and the main

effect for group (F(1,19) = 0.041, P = 0.842, η2 = 0.002) were not significant for force error in the
PGT. However, there was a significant main effect for condition (F(1,19) = 8.771, P = 0.008, η2 =
0.316), which indicated that force error was significantly lower in the Experimental condition
compared to the Baseline condition (Fig. 7A).
3.2

AMT
For AMT, there was a significant group × condition interaction (F(1,19) = 4.214, P = 0.054,

η2 = 0.182). However, post hoc analysis of the interaction failed statistical significance (P =
0.197), indicating that endpoint error was similar between the c-tDCS group and SHAM groups
in the Baseline condition (Fig. 7B). In addition, the endpoint error in the Experimental condition
was similar (P = 0.611) between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups. Finally, the main effect for
group (F(1,19) = 0.381, P = 0.545, η2 = 0.020) and for main effect for condition (F(1,19) = 1.559, P =
0.221, η2 = 0.078) were both non-significant.
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Fig. 7. Force error in the PGT and endpoint error in the AMT for the c-tDCS (closed squares) and SHAM groups
(open squares) in the Baseline and Experimental conditions. A. The force error was not significantly different
between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P = 0.842), but was significantly lower in the Experimental condition
compared to the Baseline condition (P = 0.008). B. The endpoint error was not significantly different between the ctDCS and SHAM groups (P = 0.545) or for the Baseline and Experimental conditions (P = 0.611). * indicates a
significant difference between the Baseline and Experimental conditions.
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4.

Discussion

The purpose was to determine the effects of c-tDCS on motor performance in PD while
participants were on medications. There were two main findings. First, c-tDCS did not
significantly reduce force error in a complex, visuomotor precision grip task to a greater extent
than SHAM stimulation. Second, c-tDCS did not significantly improve endpoint accuracy in a
rapid, goal directed arm movement task in PD. Collectively, these results indicate that a single
session of c-tDCS does not elicit improvements in motor performance in hand and arm tasks in
PD.
4.1

Influence of acute c-tDCS application on motor performance in PD
c-tDCS administered simultaneously with the performance of motor tasks has been

shown to elicit acute enhancements in motor performance in young and older adults. The
capacity of tDCS to impact motor performance in older adults is particularly noteworthy for
several reasons. First, accumulating evidence indicates that the cerebellum could be the
predominant brain structure involved in the well-known movement impairments displayed by
older adults [37]. Second, the majority of individuals with PD are older adults as the average age
at initial diagnosis is 60, which implies that at least some of the mechanisms of action of c-tDCS
in old adults could generalize to PD. Third, the cerebellum is implicated in some of the motor
control deficits exhibited by individuals with PD in arm movement tasks [38]. Specifically,
cerebellar involvement is critical in multi-joint movement regulation related to factors such as
the prediction and utilization, as well as the compensation for joint interaction torques [39, 40],
the modulation of antagonistic muscle interactions [24], and error detection in goal-directed tasks
[25].
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Based on these lines of reasoning and dysfunction of the cerebellum in PD, the present
study examined the influence of c-tDCS on performance of two motor tasks (PGT, AMT) in PD.
The original hypothesis was that force error in the PGT and endpoint error in the AMT would be
lower in the c-tDCS group compared with the SHAM group. Contrary to these expectations, the
reduction in force error in the PGT from the Baseline session to the Experimental session was
nearly identical between the two groups. For the AMT, the reduction in endpoint error was
greater for the tDCS group, but this difference did not reach statistical significance due to the
high degree of performance variability present in both groups of participants in this difficult arm
movement task.
Taken together, the results are not consistent with the majority of prior c-tDCS studies in
young and old adults that also employed pinch grip and arm movement tasks [15-17, 33]. For
example, a recent study in our laboratory [17] found that motor skill acquisition was enhanced in
a difficult overhand throwing task in young adults, when c-tDCS was given simultaneously with
task practice. Most importantly, most of the effects of c-tDCS on motor skill were evident within
the first block of 10 practice trials, but continued at a decreasing rate until reaching the lowest
point over the course of 20 further practice trials. The current results also differ from the
augmentations in motor performance attained in the preponderance of M1-tDCS studies in PD
[11, 41, 42]. Conversely, Steiner et al. (2016) found that c-tDCS did not increase the magnitude
of motor learning attained by young adults in a whole body dynamic balance task [43].
Furthermore, our results are highly compatible with a very similar c-tDCS study conducted in
dystonia [44]. Specifically, Sadnicka et al. (2014) reported that one session of c-tDCS failed to
improve clinical measures of handwriting skill and proficiency in dystonia patients [44]. These
observations are applicable to the present study because dystonia is also predominantly a motor
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disorder of the basal ganglia, which like PD is associated with cerebellar dysfunction that
negatively impacts movement control. Thus, c-tDCS may be ineffective at reducing motor
impairments in these two particular movement disorders, at least when administered in a single
25 minute session.
4.2

Possible factors responsible for the lack ability of c-tDCS to improve motor performance

in PD
The conflicting results of the of the current study relative to the vast majority of previous
c-tDCS studies in young and older adults and M1-tDCS studies in PD suggest that care must be
taken in assuming that c-tDCS always improves motor function or that findings obtained in
healthy adults can always be extended to PD. Accordingly, there are several possible
explanations that could explain the lack of ability of c-tDCS to enhance motor performance in
the present task conditions.
The most likely possibility is that administration of a single c-tDCS session is not
adequate to substantially improve movement accuracy. Thus, repeated stimulation sessions over
a time period ranging from 3-10 days could be needed to induce noticeable effects in PD.
Accordingly, this line of reasoning was identified as the most probable reason that c-tDCS did
not improve clinical writing scales in dystonia [44]. Specifically, a strong case was made that it
is highly doubtful that one c-tDCS session would be potent enough to supersede the long-term
pathological changes associated with motor deficits in the disorder [44]. Therefore, it is easily
conceivable that this phenomenon was at least partially responsible for the current pattern of
results in PD. These interpretations are supported by evidence from a series of M1-tDCS studies
[30, 31, 45, 46] as well as a prominent c-tDCS study [33], in which motor learning effects
accumulated over a timescale of 3-5 days. However, only one of these investigations found that
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the effects of tDCS on motor performance were not also significant on the first day of practice
and stimulation. In addition, the overwhelming balance of tDCS studies in both healthy adults
and in PD have only involved a single stimulation session and review articles [10, 11, 41, 42]
appear to show that tDCS yielded positive results in 75-80% of these acute studies. Accordingly,
it is not obligatory that multiple daily stimulation sessions are required to observe enhancements
in motor function due to c-tDCS.
Another explanation for the current findings is that the several cerebellar-thalamiccortical pathways that ultimately influence the corticospinal output cells in M1 display
maladaptive changes in PD. Similarly, the recently identified bi-directional pathways [21]
between cerebellum and basal ganglia almost certainly exhibit similar alterations. Thus,
administration of c-tDCS in PD may not lead to the same modulation of behavioral outcomes in
PD compared to those elicited in healthy adults. Accordingly, a number of transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) studies have demonstrated that several cerebellar pathways provide inputs
onto interneuronal facilitatory and inhibitory circuits within M1 [47-49]. Therefore, the extensive
dysfunction in all of the motor loops interconnecting the cerebellum, M1, and basal ganglia
could potentially have contributed to the absence of improvements in motor performance found
in the present study in PD.
A final possibility is that c-tDCS parameters such as the electrode montage (electrode
sizes, anode location, cathode location), the stimulation duration, and the current strength were
not the ideal. Accordingly, some previous investigations have obtained significant results with
stimulation parameters that differ in a few of these methodological aspects [50]. Although these
assertions are conceivable, it seems very improbable that the exact same c-tDCS parameters were
effective in enhancing motor skill acquisition in a previous study from our laboratory [17] and in
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a series of investigations by another research group [15, 16, 51, 52]. Furthermore, it is
exceedingly improbable that the two motor tasks chosen in current study are viable explanations
for the lack of c-tDCS effects because a large number of studies have found that these tasks are
highly amenable to c-tDCS and M1-tDCS and are characterized by high degree of cerebellar
involvement [22, 30, 31, 33, 46, 53, 54]. Nonetheless, all of the aforementioned possibilities will
need to be investigated in additional studies that can simultaneously address the influence of ctDCS applied over multiple days on the physiological mechanisms underlying behavioral
outcomes in PD.
4.3

Conclusions
In summary, the findings of the study indicated that a single 25 minute application of c-

tdcs does not improve motor performance in precision grip and arm movement tasks in PD.
Thus, future investigations should determine the influence of repeated administration of c-tDCS
over multiple days to further examine the utility of c-tDCS as a modality to enhance motor
abilities in PD.
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Significance of the Chapter
In the previous chapter, the purpose of the investigation was to determine the effects of ctDCS on motor performance in PD while participants were on medications. It was hypothesized
that c-tDCS application would lead to greater improvements in motor performance compared to
practice alone in PD. Contrary to this expectation, c-tDCS failed to improve motor performance
in two different motor tasks in PD, which overall were similar to the negative findings also
observed in Chapter 1. However, both of these previous studies only used a single session of ctDCS in an attempt to improve motor performance in PD. This is important because some recent
evidence has indicated that a single session may not be enough to improve performance in
various movement disorders and multiple consecutive days of stimulation may be necessary.
Therefore, the primary purpose of this chapter was to determine the influence of long-term
application of c-tDCS on motor learning in PD. The secondary purpose was to examine the
influence of long-term application of c-tDCS on transfer of motor learning in PD. A randomized,
double-blind, SHAM-controlled, between-participants, design was utilized for this study.
Participants were randomized to either a tDCS group or a SHAM group and completed 9 practice
sessions over a 2 week period that involved practice of an isometric pinch grip task (PGT) and a
rapid arm movement task (AMT). These practice tasks were performed concurrent with either ctDCS or SHAM stimulation. A set of transfer tasks were also that included and were quantified
in test sessions at Baseline, 1, 14, and 28 days after the end of practice (EOP).
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ABSTRACT
Background: Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation (c-tDCS) enhances motor skill
acquisition and motor learning in young and old adults. Since the cerebellum is involved in the
pathophysiology of Parkinson’s disease (PD), c-tDCS may represent an intervention with
potential to improve motor learning in PD. The primary purpose was to determine the influence
of long-term application of c-tDCS on motor learning in PD. The secondary purpose was to
examine the influence of long-term application of c-tDCS on transfer of motor learning in PD.
Methods: The study was a randomized, double-blind, SHAM-controlled, between-participants,
design. Twenty-one PD participants were allocated to either a tDCS group or a SHAM
stimulation group. Participants completed 9 practice sessions over a 2 week period that involved
extensive practice of an isometric pinch grip task (PGT) and a rapid arm movement task (AMT).
These practice tasks were performed over a 25 minute period concurrent with either c-tDCS or
SHAM stimulation. A set of transfer tasks that included clinical rating scales, manual dexterity
tests, and lower extremity function assessments were quantified in test sessions at Baseline, 1,
14, and 28 days after the end of practice (EOP).
Results: There were no significant differences between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups as
indicated by performance changes in the practice and transfer tasks from Baseline to the 3 EOP
Tests.
Conclusion: The findings indicate that long-term application of c-tDCS does not improve motor
learning or transfer of motor learning to a greater extent than practice alone in PD.
Key Words: Parkinson’s disease; transcranial direct current stimulation; motor skill; cerebellum;
cerebellar stimulation
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Highlights
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not enhance motor learning in Parkinson's
disease.
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not improve clinical rating scales in
Parkinson's disease.
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not enhance hand dexterity in Parkinson's
disease.
Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation did not improve lower extremity function in
Parkinson's disease.
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1.

Introduction

Parkinson's disease (PD) is the most common movement disorder and the second most
common neurodegenerative disorder [1]. PD is characterized by progressive dopaminergic cell
loss in the substantia nigra and an associated reduction in dopamine in the striatum [2]. These
underlying physiological mechanisms lead to a number of motor impairments such as
bradykinesia, rigidity, tremor, and postural instability that severely limit the capability of
individuals with PD to accomplish many essential daily living activities [3, 4]. Although current
pharmacological, surgical, and physical exercise treatment approaches are valuable they are also
associated with limitations such as moderate effectiveness, excessive costs, and an array of side
effects. Therefore, development of new adjunct interventions that are effective and have a
realistic potential to be implemented into clinical practice are needed in the treatment of PD [5].
Transcranial direct current stimulation (t-DCS) could represent one such intervention that
could satisfy many of these requirements [6]. Most commonly, tDCS delivered to the motor
cortex (M1-tDCS) has been shown to enhance motor skill acquisition and learning in a variety of
populations including PD. Accordingly, the majority of tDCS studies have reported motor
performance enhancements of 10-15% during or shortly after a single application lasting 10-20
minutes when compared to practice alone in young adults and old adults [7] as well as in PD [810]. Most importantly, longer-term studies lasting between 3 and 10 days have demonstrated that
these improvements in performance can be increased to up to twice the magnitude attained in a
single session in healthy adults [11-13] and in one notably study in PD [14]. Despite these
positive findings involving M1-tDCS in PD, development of new non-invasive brain stimulation
techniques or the targeting of additional brain areas could provide additional avenues to improve
motor function in PD. Recently, tDCS delivered to the cerebellum (c-tDCS) has also been
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reported to significant improve motor skill in young [15-19] and old adults [20]. The ability of ctDCS to impact motor skill learning in older adults is particularly interesting because
accumulating evidence suggests that the cerebellum may be the primary brain area responsible
for the movement impairments often observed in by older adults [21]. Similarly, the cerebellum
has recently been implicated in contributing to the motor deficits associated with PD [22, 23].
Despite these interrelated observations, it is surprising that no short or long-term studies have
examined the influence of c-tDCS on motor learning in PD, given that most individuals with PD
are older adults.
The primary purpose was to determine the influence of long-term application of c-tDCS
on motor learning in PD. The secondary purpose was to examine the influence of long-term
application of c-tDCS on transfer of motor learning in PD. This was accomplished by requiring
two groups of PD participants to perform two practice tasks simultaneous with administration of
c-tDCS or SHAM stimulation over the course of 9 practice sessions. Motor performance on the
same practice tasks was assessed on these same tasks in 4 test sessions performed before
(Baseline) and 1, 14, and 28 days after the practice and stimulation sessions ceased. In addition,
transfer tasks were completed in the test sessions to quantify transfer of motor learning to tasks
not practiced extensively or performed during c-tDCS. It was hypothesized that c-tDCS would
enhance motor learning and transfer of motor learning to a greater extent than practice alone in
PD. These predictions were based on the previous c-tDCS studies in young and old adults [1520] and M1-tDCS studies in PD [8, 10, 14, 24-26] that collectively observed significant
enhancements in motor skill due to the administration of tDCS.
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2.
2.1

Methods

Participants
A total of 21 PD participants (11 males, 10 females; mean age: 71.2 ± 8.9) volunteered to

participate in the study and provided written informed consent. All participants were clinically
diagnosed with idiopathic PD, free of any other neurological disorder, did not meet international
non-invasive brain stimulation exclusion criteria, and had no uncontrolled medical conditions.
The handedness of subject was determined using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [27]. All
participants performed the experiments with the dominant hand/arm, which was also their
primarily affected side. A total of 19 of the participants were primarily right-side affected and
right-hand dominant and 2 participants were primarily left-side affected and left-hand dominant.
All procedures were approved by the University of Nevada Las Vegas institutional review board
and were conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
2.2

Experimental design
The study was a randomized, double-blind, SHAM-controlled, between-participants,

design. A schematic of the overall experimental design and schedule is depicted in Fig. 8A. The
study had an overall duration of 40 days. On Day 1, participants completed the Baseline test
session followed by the first practice session. Subsequently, 4 consecutive identical practice
sessions were performed followed by a weekend break of 2 days. Next, 4 more consecutive
weekday practice sessions were conducted in the same manner as before. Finally, 3 end of
training (EOT) test sessions were completed at 1, 14, and 28 days (EOT+1, EOT+14, EOT+28)
after the last practice day.
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Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the experimental schedule, design, and protocol. A. Participants completed 4 test
sessions that included a Baseline session on Day 1 and three end of training (EOT) test sessions at 1, 14, and 28 days
(EOT+1, EOT+14, EOT+28) after the last practice day. Accordingly, at total of 9 practice sessions were performed
over a 2 week practice period comprising 5 practices sessions on weekdays of the first week and 4 practices sessions
on weekdays of the second week. Participants performed 2 practice tasks with their dominant, primarily affected
hand/arm each of the 9 practice sessions simultaneous with administration of c-tDCS. B. A single test session
involved performing the practice tasks (no c-tDCS) followed by the transfer tasks in the OFF state. Subsequently,
participants ingested their medications, rested for 1 hour, and repeated the practice task and transfer task testing in
the ON state.

2.2.1

Test sessions
The test sessions were conducted in the same manner on all 4 occasions and the

following procedures were performed in the order prescribed: 1) participants reported to the lab
in the morning after a 12-hour overnight medication withdrawal (practically defined OFF State)
[28]; 2) the practice tasks (PGT and AMT) were performed for 10 trials and 1 block of 20 trials,
respectively; 3) the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale Part III (UPDRS-III), Purdue
Pegboard Test (PPT), and Jebsen Taylor Hand Function Test (JTT) were administered; 4) the
lower extremity function tests (gait and balance tests) were completed; 5) the participants
ingested their medications, filled out the UPDRS II, and rested quietly for one hour allowing the
medications to take effect; and 6) steps 2-4 were repeated while the participants were on
medications (ON state).
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2.2.2

Practice sessions
Nine practice sessions were performed over period of 2 weeks (Week 1: 5 sessions, Mon-

Fri; Week 2: 4 sessions, Mon-Thu; Fig. 8A). Each practice sessions was administered in an
identical manner on all 9 practice days according to the following procedures in the order
described: 1) participants reported to the lab in the morning in the ON medication state; 2) the ctDCS electrode montage was placed on the participant; 3) the stimulator was turned on for 3
minutes while participants sat quietly before starting the first PGT trial [18]; 4) 10 trials of the
PGT were performed; 5) the AMT task was executed for 4 blocks of 20 trials; and 6) the
stimulator was kept on after completion of the last AMT trial block, which usually involved a
time period of 1-3 minutes until the 25 minute stimulation period elapsed and the stimulator
turned off. Thus, in each of these practice days the PGT and AMT practice were performed
simultaneous with administration of c-tDCS or SHAM stimulation over a practice of
approximately 20 minutes. Importantly, it is crucial to emphasize that the practice sessions were
performed while participants were in the ON state. The reasoning for this was that for c-tDCS to
be a viable intervention in PD, it would need to be able to produce improvements in motor
function while participants are in the ON state for real world application.
2.3

Practice tasks
The two practice tasks comprised the PGT and the AMT and both tasks were performed

during both the test sessions and the practice sessions (concurrent with c-tDCS or SHAM). This
design allowed for the quantification of motor learning across both the test sessions and the
practice sessions.
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2.3.1

PGT
The PGT was considered the primary practice task because similar isometric precision

grip force tasks have been used in several long-term tDCS studies [11-13, 16, 29]. The
experimental arrangement was organized in a similar manner to prior studies [30, 31]. Briefly,
participants sat in a chair with a table positioned to the side of the chair corresponding to their
dominant, primarily affected hand/arm. A computer monitor was located directly in front of the
subject a meter away at eye level and provided all visual feedback for the task. The posture
assumed by the participant was as follows: 1) the forearm was placed on the table and the wrist
was in neutral and the hand semi-supinated; 2) the shoulder was abducted to ~ 45°; and 3) the
elbow was flexed to ~ 90°.
The PGT involved attempting to match a target sine wave (1 Hz) template by producing
isometric force using a precision grip (index finger and thumb) against a grip device. This grip
device comprised a custom-made manipulandum that was embedded with separate force
transducers for each digit. The sine wave target template was displayed on the monitor and
scrolled across the screen with time. To match the target template, the participants had to attempt
to trace the template by producing an appropriate force-time profile. Thus, the participants were
required to control the sum of the index finger and digit forces (total force), which was displayed
on screen in combination with the template and to match the target template as accurately as
possible throughout each PGT trial. The minimums and maximums of the target sine wave were
5% and 35% of the precision grip maximum voluntary contraction force (MVC) of the same
PGT task. This MVC value was determined in the first test session using previously described
methods [32]. Thus, the MVC value in the first test session was used to determine the PGT target
force values and this target force was kept the same over the course of the 9 practice sessions.
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Finally, each PGT trial involved matching the target template for 30 seconds followed by a 30
second rest period.
This PGT task was chosen as the primary practice task and to be paired with c-tDCS for
the following reasons: 1) neural control of precision grip tasks have been well-characterized in
healthy participants, older adults [33, 34], and in PD [35]; 2) the PGT parameters can be made
sufficiently difficult enough so that performance has the potential for continual improvement
[11-13] over most of the 9 practice sessions and due to c-tDCS; 3) the precision grip is a
complex, functional task required extensively in everyday living that involves many muscles and
a widely-distributed cortical network; 4) there is strong cerebellar involvement in visuomotor
tracking tasks [36]; and (5) a precision grip task variant was employed in long-term M1-tDCS
[11-13] and a c-tDCS study in young adults [16].
2.3.2

AMT
The AMT was considered the secondary practice task because it has not been used as

extensively in the most relevant tDCS studies. However, variations of arm movement tasks like
AMT have been performed in numerous motor control studies in a wide range of populations. In
addition, arm movement task performance and deficits are very well-characterized in PD [37].
The AMT was conducted using almost identical methodology to a previous study in healthy
young and old adults [38]. Briefly, participants performed the AMT with the dominant, primarily
affected hand/arm on a digitizer tablet with a digitizer pen. Participants were directed to execute
the AMT as fast and as accurately as possible using a single, uncorrected movement that required
elbow extension and shoulder flexion from a home circle (1.5 cm diameter) to a very small target
circle (0.5 cm diameter) located 20 cm away in a straight line. The sequence of task events was
implemented by a customized data acquisition script and visual feedback of the task was
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provided on a computer monitor linked to the tablet. Once participants had attained the correct
starting position in the home circle, a “GO” signal was presented. Participants then executed the
movement at their own convenience (no reaction time component). Visual feedback of the cursor
movement (trajectory) was not provided to participants during the trials. However, they received
visual feedback of their final endpoint position relative to the target in the form of a small dot
after every trial for a time period of 3 seconds. Finally, participants were told to continually try
to minimize their endpoint error on each successive trial.
This AMT was chosen as the a practice task and paired with c-tDCS for the following
reasons: 1) there is strong cerebellar involvement in complex, multi-joint arm movement tasks
that involves the prediction, exploitation, and compensation for the effects of joint interaction
torques [39, 40]; 2) the cerebellum is highly involved in the timing of activation of antagonistic
muscle groups [41]; 3) the cerebellum is implicated in error detection in goal-directed
movements [42]. Accordingly, all of these features of the neural control of movement are present
in the execution of the AMT.
2.4

Transfer tasks
A total of 8 transfer tasks were utilized to quantify transfer of motor learning to tasks that

were not executed simultaneously with c-tDCS application and were not practiced nearly as
extensively as the practice tasks. This was due to the fact that they were only performed in the
test sessions for 1-3 trials each. The transfer tasks were comprised of 2 clinical rating scales, 2
manual dexterity tests, and 4 lower extremity function tests.
2.4.1

Transfer tasks – Clinical rating scales
The clinical ratings scales included the UPDRS-III and UPDRS II. The UPDRS-III were

completed on the test days in both the ON and OFF states. In contrast, the UPDRS II was
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completed only once on each test day (see below). The UPDRS-III was administered by an
investigator trained by a movement disorders neurologist. The UPDRS-III is the gold standard
clinical test to evaluate motor function and symptoms in PD. The UPDRS-II is a self-evaluation
survey to assess the performance of daily living activities over the prior week. Thus, it could
potentially measure the degree of global improvements elicited by c-tDCS. In contrast to all the
other transfer tests, it was only administered once in each testing period since it is a
questionnaire which involves questions regarding the entire previous week making ON and OFF
state testing inapplicable compared to the other transfer tests.
2.4.2

Transfer tasks – Manual dexterity tests
The manual dexterity tasks were completed on the test days in both the ON and OFF

states and included the PPT and the JTT. The PTT is a standard test to assess multi-joint arm and
hand-function. One trial of the task involves picking up small pegs from a bowl-shaped tray and
inserting as many as possible over a time period of 30 seconds into a column of holes as fast as
possible. The JTT is a well-validated test that has commonly used to measure functional manual
dexterity in aging, movement disorders and tDCS experiments [43]. It comprises the
performance of six tasks that mimic customary activities of daily living including: flipping cards,
handling small objects, feeding, and the stacking and manipulation of cans. For each of the tasks,
the time taken to complete them was measured by one of the investigators.
2.4.3

Transfer tasks – Lower extremity function tests
The lower extremity tests were administered on the test days in both the ON and OFF

states and comprised three measures of gait function (step length, step length coefficient of
variation (CV), gait velocity) and one measure of balance performance (balance composite
score). Gait kinematics were measured with a pressure sensor-engineered walking mat
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(Protokinetics, Havertown, PA). Participants were asked to walk across the mat using their
normal gait with the first step of each trial utilizing the right leg. Balance was assessed using the
Bertec Balance Advantaged System Sensory Organization Test (SOT). This test involves
quantification of the postural sway of the subject while they stand in a standardized static
position. A total of six different conditions are assessed with each condition involving visual and
mechanical perturbations or a combination of both for 20 second trials. The system outputs the
algorithm-calculated scores for each of the six conditions as well as a balance composite score
and sensory scores for the three balance sensory systems (i.e. visual, vestibular, and
somatosensory). The balance composite score was selected as a measure of overall balance
performance.
2.5

c-tDCS
Anodal c-tDCS was delivered with a NeuroConn DC Stimulator Plus/MR via two rubber

electrodes (5 × 5 cm) that were encased in saline soaked sponges. Accordingly, the anode was
placed 3 cm lateral to the inion over the cerebellum ipsilateral to the primarily affected hand and
the cathode was placed over the ipsilateral buccinator muscle. The current strength was 2 mA
and the stimulation duration was 25 minutes. Collectively, these c-tDCS parameters have elicited
significant motor performance enhancements in numerous previous studies in young and old
adults [15, 18, 20]. For SHAM stimulation, the current was ramped up and down over 30
seconds according to the most commonly accepted protocol [6]. An investigator who did not
participate in data collection or analysis programmed the stimulator in each session. Finally, the
investigators who conducted the experiments and analyzed the data were also blinded to the
experimental conditions experienced by the participants.
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2.6

Data analysis
All PGT data were collected and analyzed in custom-written scripts in Spike2 software

(CED, Cambridge UK), whereas AMT data were collected using Movalyzer software
(Neuroscript; Tempe, Arizona) and analyzed in custom-written Matlab scripts according to
previous methods [38]. For the PGT, performance was quantified as the average error in force
relative to the target force template over each 30 second trial. The averages of the 5 trials in each
test session and 10 trials in each practice session were taken as the final force error values for
analysis. The endpoint accuracy in the AMT was quantified as the endpoint error [18, 38, 44]
using the Pythagorean Theorem. Thus, endpoint error was calculated as the shortest distance
between the target center’s x, y coordinates and the final endpoint x, y coordinates of the digitizer
pen trajectory. The average of the 20 trials in each test session block was taken as the final
endpoint values for analysis for the test sessions. In contrast, the average endpoint error for the 4
blocks of 20 trials performed on practice days was taken as the final endpoint error values for
analysis for each practice day. The UPDRS-III score was quantified as the sum of the items
(scored on a 5-point scale) and used for all analysis. Similarly, the UPDRS-II score was also
simply the sum of all the items associated with the questionnaire. The PPT score was quantified
as the average number of pegs placed in the holes within a 30 second trial with the average of the
3 trials being used for analysis. For the JTT, time to complete each of the 6 tasks was computed
for each trial and the sum of these times was denoted as the total time for a trial. Finally, the
average of the 3 trials was computed. The gait variables of step length, step length CV, and gait
velocity were quantified by Protokinetics software using the center of pressure data. A total of
three passes were made across the mat and the average values for these passes were used for
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analysis. For the balance testing, the six balance conditions were used by the Bertec system
algorithm to calculate the balance composite score for analysis.
2.7

Statistical analysis
For the test sessions, all dependent variables except for the UPDRS-II were analyzed with

three-way mixed ANOVAs: 2 group (c-tDCS, SHAM) × 4 test (Baseline, EOP+1, EOP+14,
EOP+28) × 2 condition (ON state, OFF state). The UPDRS-II was analyzed with a two-way
mixed ANOVA: 2 group (c-tDCS, SHAM) × 4 test (Baseline, EOP+1, EOP+14, EOP+28). Posthoc comparisons using the Fisher’s LSD adjustment for multiple comparisons were performed to
locate significant differences when appropriate. For the practice sessions, the percent change in
force error (PGT) and endpoint error (AMT) from Practice Day 1 to Practice Day 9 between
groups was compared with two-tailed unpaired t-tests. The significance level was set at P < 0.05
and data are indicated as means ± standard errors in the figures.

3.

3.1

Test sessions

3.1.1

Practice tasks

Results

For the force error in the PGT, the group × test × condition (F(3,57) = 0.120, P = 0.948, η2
= 0.006), group × test (F(3,57) = 0.328, P = 0.805, η2 = 0.017), and group × condition (F(1,19) =
0.328, P = 0.805, η2 = 0.017) interactions were all non-significant. However, there was a
significant test × condition interaction (F(3,57) = 3.33, P = 0.026, η2 = 0.149) and post hoc analyses
of the interaction indicated that force error was significantly lower in the ON compared with the
OFF state at EOP+1, EOP+14, and EOP+28 (all P values < 0.001; Fig. 9A). According, there
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was also a significant main effect for test (F(3,57) = 41.547, P = 0.001, η2 = 0.686) and post-hoc
analyses indicated that force error was significantly lower at EOP+1, EOP+14, and EOP+28
compared to Baseline (all P values below < 0.001). Finally, the main effect for group (F(1,19) =
0.350, P = 0.561, η2 = 0.018) and main effect for condition (F(1,19) = 0.714, P = 0.409, η2 = 0.036)
were not significant.
For endpoint error in the AMT, the group × test × condition (F(3,51) = 0.662, P = 0.579, η2
= 0.037), group × test (F(3,51) = 0.473, P = 0.703, η2 = 0.027), test × condition (F(3,51) = 0.651, P =
0.586, η2 = 0.037), and group × condition (F(3,51) = 2.270, P = 0.150, η2 = 0.118) interactions
were all non-significant. In addition, the main effect for group (F(1,17) = 0.064, P = 0.803, η2 =
0.004) and main effect for condition (F(1,17) = 0.642, P = 0.434, η2 = 0.036) were not significant.
However, there was a significant main effect (F(3,51) = 4.900, P = 0.005, η2 = 0.224) for test and
post hoc analyses indicated that endpoint error was significantly lower at EOP+1, and EOP+28
compared to Baseline (all P values < 0.001; Fig. 9C).
3.1.2

Transfer tasks – Clinical rating scales
For the UPDRS-III scores, the group × test × condition (F(3,57) = 1.171, P = 0.163, η2 =

0.085), group × test (F(3,57) = 1.990, P = 0.126, η2 = 0.095), test × condition (F(3,57) = 0.351, P =
0.789, η2 = 0.018), and group × condition (F(1,19) = 0.233, P = 0.635, η2 = 0.012) interactions
were all non-significant. In addition, the main effect for group (F(1,19) = 0.131, P = 0.721, η2 =
0.007) and main effect for test (F(3,57) = 0.982, P = 0.408, η2 = 0.049) were not significant.
However, there was a significant main effect (F(1,19) = 43.078, P = 0.001, η2 = 0.694) for
condition and post hoc analyses indicated that UPDRS-III scores were significantly higher in the
OFF state compared to the ON state (Fig. 10A). For the UPDRS-II scores, the group × test (F(3,57)
= 3.916, P = 0.013, η2 = 0.171) interaction was significant (Fig. 10B) and post hoc analyses
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indicated that UPDRS-II scores were lower for the c-tDCS group at EOP+14 and EOP+28
(0.002, and 0.004, respectively). In addition, there was a significant main effect for test (F(3,57) =
7.198, P = 0.001, η2 = 0.275) and post hoc analyses indicated that UPDRS-II scores were
significantly lower at EOP+14, and EOP+28 compared to baseline (P = 0.001 and 0.006,
respectively). Finally, the main effect for group was not significant (F(1,19) = 0.231, P = 0.636, η2
= 0.012).
3.1.3

Transfer tasks – Manual dexterity tests
For the PPT, the group × test × condition (F(3,57) = 1.384, P = 0.257, η2 = 0.068), group ×

test (F(3,57) = 0.440, P = 0.725, η2 = 0.023), test × condition (F(3,57) = 1.289, P = 0.227, η2 = 0.073),
and group × condition (F(1,19) = 0.004, P = 0.953, η2 = 0.001) interactions were all nonsignificant. In addition, the main effect for group (F(1,19) = 0.033, P = 0.857, η2 = 0.002) was not
significant. However, there was a significant main effect for condition (F(1,19) = 13.289, P =
0.002, η2 = 0.415), which indicated that the number of pegs was significantly greater in the ON
state compared to the OFF state (Fig. 10C). There was also a significant main effect for test
(F(3,57) = 4.668, P = 0.006, η2 = 0.197) and post hoc analyses indicated that the number of pegs
was significantly greater at EOP+1 compared to Baseline (P = 0.001). For JTT times, the group
× test × condition (F(3,57) = 0.536, P = 0.659, η2 = 0.027), group × test (F(3,57) = 0.228, P = 0.876,
η2 = 0.012), and group × condition (F(1,19) = 0.202, P = 0.658, η2 = 0.011) interactions were all
non-significant. However, there was a significant test × condition (F(3,57) = 3.800, P = 0.015, η2 =
0.167; Fig. 10D) interaction and post hoc analyses indicated that JTT times were significant
lower in the ON state at Baseline, EOT+1, and EOT+14 (all P values < 0.009). In addition, there
was a significant main effect for test (F(3,57) = 9.304, P = 0.001, η2 = 0.329) and post hoc analyses
indicated that JTT times were significantly lower at EOP +1, EOP+14, and EOP+28 compared to
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Baseline (P = 0.023, P = 0.003, P = 0.001 respectively). There was also a significant main effect
for condition (F(1,19) = 13.940, P = 0.001, η2 = 0.423), which indicated that JTT times were
significantly lower in the ON state compared to the OFF state. Finally, the main effect for group
was not significant (F(1,19) = 0.266, P = 0.612, η2 = 0.014).
3.1.4

Transfer tasks – Lower extremity function tests
For the step length, the group × test × condition (F(3,57) = 1.097, P = 0.358, η2 = 0.055),

group × test (F(3,57) = 0.489, P = 0.691, η2 = 0.025), test × condition (F(3,57) = 0.247, P = 0.863, η2
= 0.013), and group × condition (F(1,19) = 0.362, P = 0.555, η2 = 0.019) interactions were all nonsignificant. In addition, the main effect for group (F(1,19) = 0.202, P = 0.658, η2 = 0.011), test
(F(3,57) = 0.275, P = 0.843, η2 = 0.014), and condition (F(1,19) = 0.001, P = 0.973, η2 = 0.000) were
not significant (Fig. 11A). Similarly, the group × test × condition (F(3,57) = 0.438, P = 0.727, η2 =
0.023), group × test (F(3,57) = 0.551, P = 0.650, η2 = 0.028), test × condition (F(3,57) = 0.188, P =
0.904, η2 = 0.010), and group × condition (F(1,19) = 0.659, P = 0.427, η2 = 0.034) interactions
were all non-significant for the Step Length CV (Fig. 11B). In addition, the main effect for group
(F(1,19) = 0.109, P = 0.745, η2 = 0.006), test (F(3,57) = 0.644, P = 0.590, η2 = 0.033), and condition
(F(1,19) = 0.369, P = 0.551, η2 = 0.019) were not significant. For gait velocity, there was a
significant group × test × condition interaction (F(3,57) = 3.954, P = 0.019, η2 = 0.159). Post hoc
analyses indicated that the c-tDCS group had a lower gait velocity in the ON state at the baseline
session (P = 0.021). Analogously, the SHAM group had a slower gait velocity in the ON state at
the EOP+14 session (P = 0.039). Furthermore, the group × test (F(3,57) = 0.399, P = 0.754, η2 =
0.021), test × condition (F(3,57) = 0.260, P = 0.854, η2 = 0.159), and group × condition (F(1,19) =
0.259, P = 0.616, η2 = 0.013) interactions were all non-significant. Finally, the main effect for
group (F(1,19) = 0.402, P = 0.533, η2 = 0.021), test (F(3,57) = 0.209, P = 0.890, η2 = 0.011), and
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condition (F(1,19) = 0.056, P = 0.816, η2 = 0.003) were not significant (Fig. 11C). For the balance
composite score, the group × test × condition (F(3,57) = 0.233, P = 0.873, η2 = 0.014), group × test
(F(3,57) = 0.851, P = 0.472, η2 = 0.028), and group × condition (F(1,19) = 0.201, P = 0.659, η2 =
0.012) interactions were all non-significant. However, the test × condition interaction was
significant (F(3,57) = 7.601, P = 0.001, η2 = 0.309), and post hoc analyses indicated that balance
composite scores were higher in the OFF state at EOP+14 (P = 0.012). Similarly, there was a
significant main effect for test (F(3,57) = 4.331, P = 0.009, η2 = 0.203), but none of the post hoc
comparisons were significant (all P values > than 0.05). Finally, the main effect for group (F(1,19)
= 0.325, P = 0.120, η2 = 0.130) and the main effect for condition (F(1,19) = 0.136, P = 0.717, η2 =
0.008) were not significant (Fig. 11D).
3.2

Practice sessions
The percent change (decline) in force error in the PGT from Practice Day 1 to Practice

Day 9 was not significantly (P = 0.698) different between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (Fig.
9B). Similarly, the percent change (decline) in endpoint error in the AMT from Practice Day 1 to
Practice Day 9 not significantly (P = 0.860) different between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups
(Fig. 9D).
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Fig. 9. Force error in the PGT and endpoint error in the AMT in the test and practice sessions for the c-tDCS and
SHAM groups in the ON and OFF states. A. Force error declined across the test sessions (P = 0.001), but the
reduction in force error was similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P = 0.561). The force error was also similar
in the ON and OFF states in the test sessions (P = 0.409). B. The percent change in force error (decline) from
Practice session 1 to Practice session 9 was similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P = 0.698). C. Endpoint error
declined across the test sessions (P = 0.005), but the reduction in endpoint error was similar for the c-tDCS and
SHAM groups P = 0.803. The endpoint error was also similar in the ON and OFF states in the test sessions (P =
0.409). D. The percent change in endpoint error (decline) from Practice session 1 to Practice session 9 was similar
for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P = 0.860).
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Fig. 10. UPDRS-III, PPT, and JTT scores in the test sessions for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups in the ON and OFF
states along with UPDRS-II scores in the test sessions A. UPDRS-III scores were similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM
groups (P = 0.721) and did not change across the test sessions (P = 0.408). However, UPDRS-III scores were
significantly higher in the OFF state compared to the ON state (P = 0.001). B. UPDRS-II scores were similar for the
c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P = 0.636) and were lower at EOP+14 and EOP+28 compared to baseline (P = 0.001
and 0.006, respectively). C. PPT scores were similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P = 0.857) and the number
of pegs was significantly greater at EOP+1 compared to Baseline (P = 0.001). PPT scores were significantly higher
in the ON compared to the OFF state (P = 0.002). D. JTT times were similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P =
0.612) and JTT times were significantly lower at EOP +1, EOP+14, and EOP+28 compared to Baseline (P = 0.023,
P = 0.003, P = 0.001 respectively). JTT times were significantly lower in the ON state compared to the OFF state
(P = 0.001).
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Fig. 11. Step length, step length CV, gait velocity, and balance composite score in the test sessions for the c-tDCS
and SHAM groups in the ON and OFF states. A. Step length was similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P =
0.658), did not change across the test sessions (P = 0.843), and was similar in the ON and OFF states (P = 0.973). B.
Step length CV was similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P = 0.745), did not change across the test sessions (P
= 0.590), and was similar in the ON and OFF states (P = 0.551). C. Gait velocity was similar for the c-tDCS and
SHAM groups (P = 0.533), did not change across the test sessions (P = 0.890), and was similar in the ON and OFF
states (P = 0.816). D. Balance composite score was similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups (P = 0.120), did not
change across the test sessions, and was similar in the ON and OFF states (P = 0.717).
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4.

Discussion

The primary purpose was to determine the influence of long-term application of c-tDCS
on motor learning in PD, whereas the secondary purpose was to examine the influence of longterm application of c-tDCS on transfer of motor learning in PD. The study produced six main
findings: 1) the force error in the PGT significantly declined across the test sessions, but the
reduction in force error was similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups; 2) the endpoint error in
the AMT significantly declined across the test sessions, but the reduction in endpoint error was
similar for the c-tDCS and SHAM groups; 3) clinical rating scale scores (UPDRS-III and
UPDRS-II) displayed no systematic changes across the test sessions and were not significantly
different between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups; 4) the manual dexterity tests (PPT, JTT)
improved slightly and to varying degrees across the tests sessions, but were not significantly
different between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups; 5) lower extremity tests displayed no
systematic changes across the test sessions and were not significantly different between the ctDCS and SHAM groups; and 6) the UPDRS-III, PTT, and JTT were the only outcomes that
exhibited improved scores in the ON state compared to the OFF state. These findings indicate
that long-term application of c-tDCS concurrent with motor practice does not enhance motor
learning to a greater extent than practice alone in PD. Similarly, long-term application of c-tDCS
does not increase transfer of motor learning in PD. Collectively, these findings provide no
evidence that c-tDCS applied repeatedly over multiple days is an effective intervention to
improve motor function in PD.
4.1

Influence of c-tDCS on motor learning in hand and arm tasks of the upper limb in PD
Motor skill acquisition is a short-term, potentially temporary change in motor

performance quantified during or in brief time periods (minutes to a few hours) after a practice
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session. Conversely, motor learning refers to a relatively long-term adaptation in motor
performance that is usually quantified in retention tests in the days, weeks, or even months
following practice. Furthermore, it has been shown that the processes of motor skill acquisition
and learning involve different underlying physiological mechanisms realized over different time
scales [45, 46]. A common criticism of many tDCS studies is that a single day of stimulation is
insufficient to induce increases in motor learning and that repeated daily stimulation protocols
are preferable due to the potential of M1-tDCS [11-13, 29] or c-tDCS [16] eliciting accumulating
effects over multiple days or consolidation of motor learning.
Accordingly, the current study quantified motor learning in two practice tasks performed
simultaneously with administration of c-tDCS across 9 days of practice as well as in retention
tests performed 1, 14, and 28 days after practice ceased. It was originally hypothesized that ctDCS would enhance motor learning in practice tasks to a greater degree than practice alone in
PD. Contrary to this set of expectations, the improvements in motor learning in the practice tasks
as indicated by significant reductions in force error in the PGT and endpoint error in the AMT
across the test and practice sessions was similar between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups. Thus, ctDCS did not significantly enhance the magnitude of motor learning exhibited in the practice task
by individuals with PD. Furthermore, the practice task performance assessment results obtained
in the test sessions revealed that the same pattern of results was present in both the ON and OFF
medication states.
These negative outcomes contrast with the positive outcomes reported in previous single
session c-tDCS studies in young and old adults [15, 17, 19, 20] as well as a study that applied ctDCS for three consecutive days in young adults [16]. In particular, this includes a recent study
in our laboratory [18], which found that c-tDCS significantly increased motor skill acquisition
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during a single day of practice and motor learning quantified in a retention test a day later in a
very difficult overhand throwing task in young adults. The current results are also not consistent
with the motor function improvements observed in the majority of short-term M1-tDCS in PD
[8-10, 24, 26]. Most notably, the results differ from a highly relevant study that applied M1tDCS for 5 consecutive days in a cross-over design. Specifically, Valentino et al. (2014) reported
significant reductions in the number and duration of freezing of gait episodes as well as UPDRS
scores in PD at the end of the 5 stimulation sessions and at 2 and 4 weeks after stimulation had
ended [14]. Conversely, a recent study in young adults found that c-tDCS did not increase whole
body dynamic balance [47]. Furthermore, the present findings are in agreement with a study
where a single administration of c-tDCS failed to improve scores in a clinical writing task in
dystonia patients [48]. These results would seem to strongly support the current observations that
c-tDCS may not be effective in augmenting motor skills in basal ganglia disorders, despite the
fact that the cerebellum contributes to the motor impairments in these disorders [22, 23]. Taken
together, the results of previous M1-tDCS studies in PD and the current findings indicate that
targeting the cerebellum with tDCS may not be the most successful strategy to enhance motor
function in PD.
4.2

Influence of c-tDCS on transfer of motor learning in in PD
A fundamental issue associated with motor learning and tDCS studies is whether

performance improvements in a practice tasks can be generalized to non-practiced tasks. Any
intervention will be of limited benefit if it is only applicable to a practice task as it is impractical
to practice every impaired task in PD due to the myriad of motor tasks performed in daily
activities. Despite the importance of the issue of transfer of motor learning, the number of studies
that investigate transfer of motor learning relative to motor learning in general is exceedingly
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small. Accordingly, the influence of tDCS applied to any brain area in any population on transfer
of motor learning has only been directly investigated in a handful of single session studies in
young and older adults [15, 49, 50] and one long-term study in stroke [29], and these studies
have provided contradictory findings.
Therefore, the current study employed 4 upper and 4 lower extremity transfer tasks that
were evaluated over a time frame of several weeks. In addition, the upper extremity tasks had
varying degrees of similarities with the practice tasks in regards to the same vs different muscle
groups, more complex vs less complex tasks, contraction types, and proximal vs distal control of
the upper limb. Thus, the upper extremity transfer tasks could probably be assumed to represent
different gradations of near transfer tasks, whereas the lower extremity tasks were obviously far
transfer tasks. The results indicated that c-tDCS failed to improve performance of any of the
transfer tasks in the c-tDCS group to a greater extent than in the SHAM group. More specifically
participants did improve their performance in a few of the transfer tasks (PTT, JTT, UPDRS-II)
as evidenced by significant changes at various timepoints between the Baseline and EOP tests,
the magnitude of these improvements did not differ between the c-tDCS and SHAM groups.
Conversely, the remaining transfer tasks and, therefore the majority displayed little modulation
across the test sessions for either group, which also meant that c-tDCS did not produce any
systematic effects on the transfer of motor learning. Thus, long-term c-tDCS did not improve
transfer of motor learning in either far or near transfer tasks in the current study.
These findings differ from Orban de Xivry et al. (2011), which found that M1-tDCS
induced generalization in some, but not all features of arm movement performance in young
adults [49]. However, the present results are similar to a study in older adults that reported
performance augmentations in a trained task done concurrently with M1-tDCS did not translate
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to improved performance in two tasks involving the hand [50]. In addition, Block et al. (2013)
found no evidence for transfer of adaptation learning due to c-tDCS, although the comparison in
this study was unique as it was based on transfer to the opposite limb [15]. Furthermore, in
another study that utilized nearly identical tasks to the current study, it was observed that
application of M1-tDCS led to improvements in the accuracy of a pinch grip but task did not
generalize to either PPT or JTT scores in chronic stroke patients [29]. Taken together, the
majority of the available evidence supports the current results and suggests that both M1-tDCS
and c-tDCS exhibit a limited ability to induce transfer of motor learning in any study population
including PD. Nonetheless, due to the paucity of research on the topic, there is clearly a need for
a better understanding of the ability of tDCS to elicit improvements in the transfer of motor
learning.
4.3

Possible factors responsible for failure of c-tDCS to improve motor learning in PD
The lack of ability of c-tDCS to improve motor skill and learning in arm and hand tasks

in PD were unexpected findings based on the balance of the available literature. Nonetheless, a
close examination of review articles on motor skill acquisition and motor learning in M1-tDCS
and c-tDCS studies in young and old adults as well as M1-tDCS in PD appears to reveal that
about 75% of tDCS studies have shown positive effects. Thus, a smaller, but non-trivial number
of studies are in agreement with the present findings. Conversely, a higher percentage of longterm tDCS studies in the aforementioned populations appear to demonstrate positive results.
Nonetheless, the contradictory findings between the current study and the majority of the
literature implies that it should not be readily assumed that M1-tDCS or c-tDCS applied in the
long-term always lead to enhancements in motor skill acquisition and learning. Accordingly,
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there are several possible factors responsible for the failure of c-tDCS to improve motor learning
or transfer in PD.
The most likely explanation is due to the well-characterized imbalances in inhibitory and
excitatory pathways from the cerebellum to M1, basal ganglia, and other cortical targets in PD
compared to healthy young and older adults. Thus, c-tDCS administration in PD does not lead to
the same positive motor outcomes as in healthy adults. For example, it has been clearly
demonstrated using single and paired pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) delivered to
the cerebellum that at least one and likely several cerebellar-thalamic-cortical pathways provide
inputs to different interneuronal populations in M1 [51-53]. For instance, the most commonly
studied pathway involves a cerebellar-thalamic-cortical that bifurcates out of the thalamus such
that one pathway induces net inhibition on corticospinal output cells in M1, whereas the other
pathway induces net facilitation (see Figure 6 in Reis et al. 2008) [52]. Furthermore, another
TMS study that used anterior–posterior and posterior–anterior pulses directed TMS currents,
which have been shown to activate two different subsets of interneurons in M1, demonstrated
that these two neuronal populations receive inputs from separate cerebellar pathways. Most
importantly, previous studies have provided evidence that when single TMS pulses, repetitive
TMS, and c-tDCS are applied to the cerebellum that they are not selective enough to activate
these or any additional cerebellar pathways individually. Therefore, it is plausible that the
widespread alterations, dysfunction, and compensatory processes present in these cerebellar-M1
pathways in PD could have contributed to the lack of c-tDCS effects in the current study. Finally,
analogous processes would likely occur in the recently identified pathways between the
cerebellum and basal ganglia, which also ultimately impact the output cells of M1 through the
basal ganglia-cortico loop. Taken together, the extensive system-wide network dysfunctions in
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numerous neural circuits between cerebellum, basal ganglia, and M1 may have led to the lack of
positive c-tDCS effects on motor function in PD.
Another plausible explanation could be that two weeks of c-tDCS application may not be
sufficient to substantially improve motor function in PD. However, this is generally a more
common criticism of single day tDCS studies that do not find positive results in movement
disorders. For instance, it was argued justifiably in an acute c-tDCS study, which failed to
enhance writing skills in dystonia that one day of c-tDCS is unlikely to be adequate to supersede
years of disease processes [48]. However, this criticism is rarely directed toward multi-day tDCS
studies, despite the obvious observation that 3-10 stimulation sessions over 1-2 weeks is a very
short time span relative to the time disease processes have been consolidating. Perhaps this is due
to the fact that the vast majority of long-term M1-tDCS [11, 13, 52] a long-term c-tDCS study in
young adults [16], as well as a 2 week study in PD [14], have all reported large increases in
motor learning. Nonetheless, the relatively short stimulation period of the current study relative
to the time most PD participants have had the disease many not have been long sufficient for ctDCS enhance motor function. Accordingly, what is considered a long-term tDCS study is not a
long time period relative to the time since diagnosis for most individuals with PD as to our
knowledge no tDCS studies in the motor system have applied stimulation for more than 10
sessions. In conclusion, it is possible that longer time periods of c-tDCS administration could
evoke improvements in motor function, but overall this explanation is very unlikely.
A final possibility is that the parameters of c-tDCS (montage size and position, current
strength, stimulation duration per session) or motor tasks utilized were not optimal. Accordingly,
a number of previous c-tDCS studies in healthy adults have attained positive results with slightly
different combinations of c-tDCS parameters [54, 55]. While this proposition is possible, it
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appears to be highly improbable as the current study identical c-tDCS parameters elicited large
motor skill and learning enhancements in a previous study in our lab [18] and in many other ctDCS studies from another research group [15-17, 20]. It is also highly doubtful that the practice
tasks chosen in the present study were not ideal as numerous studies have demonstrated that
these tasks are characterized by high cerebellar involvement [36, 39-41] and are highly
responsive to tDCS [12, 13, 16, 29, 43, 56, 57]. Finally, the absence of improvements in motor
learning in the present study could be due to some combination of the factors described above
and these possibilities should be addressed in subsequent research.
4.4

Conclusions
In summary, the long-term application of c-tDCS simultaneous with motor practice did

not enhance motor learning of hand and arm motor tasks to a greater extent than practice alone in
PD. In addition, the long-term application of c-tDCS did not increase transfer of motor learning
to clinical rating scales with motor components, manual dexterity tasks involving the hand and
arm, or lower extremity gait and balance tasks in PD. Collectively, these findings provide no
evidence that c-tDCS applied repeatedly over multiple days is an effective intervention to
improve motor function in PD. Future studies should probably focus on the examination of longterm administration of tDCS to cortical areas such as dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, premotor
cortex, supplementary motor area, and especially M1 [7-10] to improve motor function in PD.
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Chapter 5
Overall Summary
PD is the most common movement disorder and leads to numerous movement
impairments that limits performance of daily motor activities. Current treatment approaches are
valuable, but also have a number of limitations. Therefore, new or complementary treatment
approaches that can be practically implemented in the clinic or at home are needed to address the
movement deficits experienced by PD patients. Over the past several years, tDCS has emerged as
one of the most promising non-invasive interventions to improve motor function in PD.
Accordingly, numerous studies have found that M1-tDCS can increase motor skill and motor
learning in PD. Nonetheless, other brain areas involved in movement production could also be
potential targets for application of tDCS in PD. Recently, tDCS applied to the cerebellum has
also shown to be able to improve motor performance in young and old adults. However, no
studies have applied c-tDCS in PD, despite the observation that the cerebellum contributes to the
pathophysiology of PD.
Therefore, this dissertation resulted in three articles: 1) "A Single Application of
Cerebellar Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation Does Not Enhance Motor Performance in
Parkinson’s Disease"; 2) "An Acute Application of Cerebellar Transcranial Direct Current
Stimulation Does Not Improve Motor Performance in Parkinson’s Disease"; and 3) "Long-Term
Application of Cerebellar Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation Does Not Improve Motor
Learning in Parkinson’s Disease". Taken together, these studies yielded the following main
findings: 1) an acute single 25 minute application of c-tDCS does not improve motor
performance in a precision grip task in PD in the OFF medication state; 2) an acute single 25
minute application of c-tDCS does not enhance transfer of motor performance in PD in the OFF
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medication state; 3) an acute single 25 minute application of c-tDCS does not increase motor
performance in hand and arm tasks in PD in the ON medication state; 4) long-term application of
c-tDCS does not enhance motor learning in hand and arm tasks relative to practice alone; and 5)
long-term application of c-tDCS does not induce transfer of motor learning to either hand and
arm tasks nor lower extremity tasks in PD.
In conclusion, these three studies collectively found that c-tDCS does not enhance motor
function in PD in the short or long-term in either the ON or OFF medication states. Therefore,
these findings provide no evidence that c-tDCS is an effective intervention to improve motor
function in PD. These results imply that future studies should probably focus on the examination
of long-term application of tDCS to cortical areas such as dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
premotor cortex, supplementary motor area, and especially M1 to improve motor function in PD.
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2.

Poston B, Albuquerque LL, Walsh RR, Jackson AK, Heisler EL, Alberts JL. The
influence of transcranial direct current stimulation applied before or during motor
practice on skill acquisition in Parkinson’s disease.

3.

Poston B, Albuquerque LL, Walsh RR, Jackson AK, Heisler EL, Alberts JL. The
influence of transcranial direct current stimulation applied before or during motor
practice on skill acquisition in older adults.
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Current Research Projects
1.

Albuquerque LL, Pantovic M, Fischer KM, Jalene S, Mari Z, Landers MR, & Poston B.
The influence of a single application of cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation
on skill acquisition in Parkinson’s disease.

2.

Albuquerque LL, Pantovic M, Fischer KM, Jalene S, Mari Z, Landers MR, & Poston B.
The influence of long-term application of cerebellar transcranial direct current
stimulation on motor function in Parkinson’s disease.

3.

Albuquerque LL, Pantovic M, Munoz I, Mari Z, Landers MR, & Poston B. The
influence of long-term application of transcranial direct current stimulation on gait and
balance in Parkinson’s disease.
Albuquerque LL, Kreamer-Hope S, Pomerantz A, Pantovic M, Zurowski M, Petitt MC,
Guadagnoli MA, Riley ZA, & Poston B. Transcranial direct current stimulation of motor
cortex over multiple days enhances motor learning in a complex overhand throwing task.

4.

5.

Lidstone DE, Munoz I, Albuquerque LL, Pantovic M, & Poston B. The influence of
cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation over multiple days enhances on motor
learning in young adults.

6.

Albuquerque LL, Morris D, Clingo M, Pantovic M, & Poston B. The influence of intertrial interval on transcranial magnetic stimulation evoked measurement of short-interval
intracortical inhibition.

Published Abstracts
1.

Albuquerque LL, Lidstone DE, Pantovic M, Munoz I, Zurowski MK, Wilkins
EW, Dufek JS & Poston B. The influence of cerebellar transcranial direct
current stimulation applied over multiple days on motor learning in an overhand
throwing task. Society for Neuroscience Abstracts. Chicago, Illinois, USA,
October 2019.

2.

Lidstone DE, Munoz I, Albuquerque LL, Pantovic M, Aynlender DG, Poston
B & Dufek JS. The effects of cerebellum transcranial direct current stimulation
on online and offline learning of a complex multi-joint throwing task. XXVII
Congress of the International Society of Biomechanics. Calgary, Canada, July
2019.

3.

Albuquerque LL, Munoz I, Lidstone DE, Kreamer-Hope S, Pomerantz A,
Pantovic M, Zurowski M, Petitt MC, Guadagnoli MA, Riley ZA, & Poston B.
Transcranial direct current stimulation of motor cortex over multiple days
enhances motor learning in a complex overhand throwing task. 3rd International
Brain Stimulation Conference. Vancouver, Canada, February 2019.

4.

Albuquerque LL, Munoz I, Fischer KM, Landers MR, & Poston B. The
influence of transcranial direct current stimulation of the motor cortex on
balance in Parkinson’s disease. Society for Neuroscience Abstracts. San Diego,
California, USA, November 2018.
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5.

Albuquerque LL, Munoz I, Mangahas A, Landers MR, & Poston B. The
influence of long-term transcranial direct current stimulation on gait function in
Parkinson’s disease. American College of Sports Medicine Abstracts.
Minneapolis, Minnesota, June 2018.

6.

Albuquerque LL, Fischer KM, Jalene S, Landers MR, Riley ZA, & Poston B.
The influence of cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation on motor skill
acquisition in a complex visuomotor task in Parkinson's disease. Society for
Neuroscience Abstracts. Washington DC, USA, November 2017.

7.

Albuquerque LL, Fischer KM, Vo S, Landers MR, & Poston B. Cerebellar
transcranial direct current stimulation for motor function in Parkinson's disease.
American College of Sports Medicine Abstracts. Denver, Colorado, June 2017.

8.

Poston B, Albuquerque LL, Jackson AK, Fischer KM, Guadagnoli MA, &
Riley ZA. The influence of cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation on
motor skill acquisition and learning in a throwing task. Society for
Neuroscience Abstracts. San Diego, CA, November 2016.

9.

Albuquerque LL, Fischer KM, Pauls AL, Guadagnoli MA, Riley ZA, &
Poston B. The influence of transcranial random noise stimulation on motor skill
acquisition and learning in a golf putting task. Society for Neuroscience
Abstracts. San Diego, CA, November 2016.

10.

Albuquerque LL, Landers MR, Fischer KM, Jalene S, & Poston B. The
influence of transcranial cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation on
skill acquisition in Parkinson’s disease. World Parkinson’s Congress Abstracts.
Portland, OR, September 2016.

11.

Albuquerque LL, Fischer KM, Pauls AL, Guadagnoli MA, & Poston B. The
influence of transcranial random noise stimulation on motor skill acquisition
and retention in a golf putting task. Brazilian Graduate Students and Scholars
Conference. Harvard, Boston, MA, March 2016.

12.

Beltrao NB, Cattuzzo MT, Victor L, Albuquerque LL, Oliveira IS, & Oliveira
DS. Motor Performance and Personality Trait: A correlational study. North
American Society for the Psychology of Sport and Physical Activity Abstracts.
Honolulu, HI, June 2012.

13.

Cattuzzo MT, Campos MC, Soares MM, Oliveira IS, Albuquerque LL,
Beltrao NB, Oliveira DS, & Silva JF. Gross motor skills in pre-term and fullterm born preschoolers. North American Society for the Psychology of Sport
and Physical Activity Abstracts. Honolulu, HI, June 2012

Science Communication
1.

Albuquerque L. P-values and statistical significance: New ideas for interpreting scientific
results. Council for the Advancement of Science Writing. Seattle, Washington, USA,
November 2020.
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Professional Service
Ad Hoc Reviewer - Journals
1.

International Journal of Exercise Science

Professional Organizations
1.
2.
3.

Society for Neuroscience
American College of Sports Medicine
National Association of Science Writers

Software and Instrumentation Skills
Software
Microsoft Office, Signal, Spike, Movalyzer, SPSS
Instrumentation
Neuroconn (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation), Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
(Magstim 2002), Instrumented Treadmill (Biodex Gait Trainer 2), Computerized Dynamic
Posturography (Bertec), Gait Analyses (ProtoKinetics Zeno™ Walkway)
Scholarships and Awards
1.

2019 The Communicating Science Workshop for Graduate Students – Pennsylvania State
University.

2.

2019 – 2020 Graduate College Teaching Certification – University of Nevada, Las
Vegas.

3.

2019 Building Future Faculty Program – North Carolina State University.

4.

2014 – 2018 Science without Borders. Full doctoral scholarship granted by the Brazilian
Ministry of Education and administered by LASPAU, a Harvard affiliated non-profit
organization. Host institution: University of Nevada – Las Vegas, Department of
Kinesiology.

5.

2017 – 2019 UNLV Top Tier Graduate College Doctoral Assistantship
A total package of $73,952 coverage for Fall and Spring semester tuitions and stipends.

6.

2012 – 2013 Science without Borders. Undergraduate exchange program scholarship
granted by the Brazilian Ministry of Education. Host institution: The University of
Western Australia, School of Sport Science, Exercise and Health. Courses taken: English
Language and Academic Communication I; Motor Development & Dysfunction;
Advanced Concepts in Motor Control and Learning; Physical Development, Movement
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and Health; Adavanced Exercise Physiology; Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation and; Data
Analysis.

Internal Grants and Proposals
1.

2018 UNLV Graduate & Professional Student Association
Travel Grant for the American College of Sports Medicine Conference, Minneapolis –
MN, USA. ($570).

2.

2017 UNLV Graduate & Professional Student Association
Travel Grant for the Society for Neuroscience Conference, Washington - DC, USA.
($680).

3.

2017 UNLV Graduate & Professional Student Association
Travel Grant for the American College of Sports Medicine Conference, Denver - CO,
USA. ($583)

Professional Development
1. Online Teaching Essentials
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2. Graduate College Teaching Certification
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
3. Teaching & Learning in the Diverse Classroom
Cornell University
4. Responsible Conduct of Research Training
University of Nevada, Las Vegas and National Institute of Health
5. Grad Rebel Writing Boot Camp
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
6. Neurodiversity in the Classroom: Working with students on the Autism Spectrum
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
7. Teach Online: How to Design Interactive Course Activities
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
8. First Aid and BLS for the Medical Provider
American Heart Association
9. Fundamental Movement Skills Teacher Course
The University of Western Australia
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10. Beginning Coaching General Principles
Australian Sports Commission
Community Service
1. Poster presentation at The Inter-professional Health Symposium on Parkinson’s Disease
Friends of Parkinson, Las Vegas (2019)
2. UNLV Physical Therapy and Kinesiology Program Booth at Funny Bunny Race
Friends of Parkinson, Las Vegas (2019)

Kinesiology Related Work Experience
1.

2013-2014 Trainer
Unic – Espaço de Metas – Fitness franchise in Recife – PE, Brazil.
Supervisor: Gabriel Perrusi

2.

2013 Fitness instructor
CAPS – Government-funded psychosocial support center for individuals with mental
health related problems. Provided general fitness classes for the schizophrenic and drug
addicts pool. University of Pernambuco, Brazil.
Supervisor: Mauro Barros, Ph.D.

3.

2013 Trainer
Unigym – Remedial movement program for children with movement-related
impairments. The University of Western Australia.
Supervisor: Siobhan Reid, Ph.D.

4.

2012 Intern Strength and Conditioning Coach
Ginástica Funcional – Fitness program developed for the elderly at Escola Superior de
Educação Física. University of Pernambuco, Brazil.
Supervisor: William Serrano Smerthurst, M.S.

5.

2010-2012 Aquatic trainer
PAPD – Physical activity program for people with disabilities at Escola Superior de
Educação Física. University of Pernambuco, Brazil.
Supervisor: Conceição Guimarães

6.

2010-2011 Intern Strength and Conditioning Coach
Doce Vida – Fitness program developed for individuals with type 2 diabetes at Escola
Superior de Educação Física. University of Pernambuco, Brazil.
Supervisor: Denise Vancea, Ph.D.
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7.

2010-2011 Front desk
Hi Academia – Fitness chain in Recife – PE, Brazil.
Supervisor: Luciana Lessa
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